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Abstract
Nanotechnology and optoelectronics have the potential to revolutionize the medicine,
communications, and energy industries, with applications utilizing nanotechnology
beginning to appear. However, there are still fundamental questions about optoelec-
tronic devices incorporating nanotechnology. In particular, how do nanometer-scale
materials affect potential functionality, and how can we take advantage of this scale
to design nanomaterials for applications?
Natural light harvesting systems in bacteria and plants provide exquisite exam-
ples of nanomaterial design, featuring remarkably efficient light harvesting antennas.
Sunlight absorption first creates excitons. Complex antenna architectures control
the excitons, directing them to reaction centers for conversion to chemical energy.
Recently, studies found that excitonic interactions play a significant role in control-
ling antennas' light harvesting abilities, and that coherence may greatly affect energy
transport efficiencies. While these studies have propelled our understanding of exci-
tons in these systems, it is desirable to extend our expertise to artificial systems. In
this thesis I describe experiments uncovering many fundamental properties of excitons
in various nanostructured materials, relating physical structure to excitonic structure
and perhaps to subsequent function in an excitonic device.
Nonlinear spectroscopy offers distinct possibilities for detailed exploration of ex-
citonic properties and processes in nanomaterials. Transient grating experiments
are sensitive to population dynamics and energy transport, while multi-dimensional
spectroscopy clearly reveals excitonic interactions, correlations, and coherence. In this
thesis, these techniques are performed with a unique multi-dimensional spectrometer
using femtosecond pulse shaping.
I present results on two classes of artificial nanostructures: supramolecular J-
aggregates and semiconductor quantum wells. In J-aggregate thin films I determined
that coherence is controlled by thermal dephasing rather than film inhomogeneities,
even at cryogenic temperatures. Tubular J-aggregates in solution undergo morpho-
logical rearrangement while maintaining a common sub-unit that remains relatively
intact both structurally and excitonically. In semiconductor quantum wells, many-
body correlations among excitons were shown to decay on the timescale picoseconds,
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depending on the exciton density and therefore revealing of high-order correlations.
These insights into coherence and excitonic structure are important in determining
the origin and strength of coherence in excitonic systems, potentially leading toward
methods to alter or control exciton dynamics and toward possible novel application
of coherence in optoelectronic devices.
Thesis Supervisor: Keith A. Nelson
Title: Professor of Chemistry
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nanotechnology and optoelectronic devices have revolutionized the world of commu-
nications and hold great promise for the development of energy and medical tech-
nologies from photovoltaic cells to optical computing and biomedical imaging [1, 2].
The full potential of these technologies can only be realized if we understand both the
optical and electronic components. Excitons are the fundamental unit of electronic
excitation in many of the nanomaterial systems, typically created via absorption of a
photon [3, 4]. Therefore, the study of excitons is vitally important to understanding,
controlling, and designing optoelectronic device functionality for novel applications.
Control of nanoscale structure and morphology grants unprecedented control of ex-
citonic properties in both organic and inorganic systems [5, 6]. Exciton wavefunctions,
dynamics, and interactions can be engineered using quantum confinement effects, di-
mensionality, and geometry [7, 8, 9]. Exciton-exciton interactions and correlations
lead to effects such as coherence, supertransfer, and enhanced nonlinearities; while
exciton interactions with the environment are important for energy and coherence
dissipation [5, 101. Of particular interest are natural light harvesting antenna com-
plexes, optimized through billions of years of evolution to take advantage of nanoscale
effects for highly efficient and highly robust light harvesting and energy conversion
in plants and bacteria [11, 12, 13, 14]. An artificial photosynthetic system with the
ability to efficiently capture sunlight and cheaply convert it into usable electrical en-
ergy or storable fuels would cause a significant transformation of the field of energy
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technology with wide ranging implications for society as a whole.
A complete understanding of natural photosynthesis would immensely benefit our
efforts toward an artificial system [15, 13, 14]. However, this understanding remains
elusive due to the complexity and scale of the complete photosynthetic cycle, which
covers many orders of magnitude in both size and duration [12, 16]. On the shortest
length scales (nanometers) and time scales (femtoseconds), on which the initial steps
in photosynthesis occur, individual chromophore molecules are arranged into absorb-
ing antenna complexes with a few to a few hundred thousand molecules per antenna
[17, 18]. The interactions among the chromophores and their interactions with the
surrounding environment determine the optical properties, e.g. the absorption spec-
trum, and exciton dynamics. Typically the antennas are treated as excitonic systems
weakly coupled to the environment. There are several examples of light harvesting
antenna complexes with a determined structure, allowing optical spectroscopy exper-
iments to probe the excitonic band structure and dynamics in a meaningful way and
provide insight on the exciton-environment interactions that determine the efficien-
cies of the complexes [17, 19, 20, 21, 22]. For example, the Fenna-Matthews-Olson
complex has been studied as a model antenna complex that acts as a quantum wire
that may utilize excitonic coherence to quickly transport energy to a reaction center
[23, 20].
In the last few decades nonlinear optical spectroscopy has emerged as the technique
of choice for studying exciton properties and dynamics [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 19, 30,
31]. Pump-probe, transient grating, and photon echo spectroscopy began to reveal the
relationship between excitons and the environment, the types of solvent modes inter-
acting with the excitons, and the strength of those interactions [25, 26, 32, 33]. Coher-
ent spectroscopy, notably multi-dimensional photon echo spectroscopy and multiple-
quantum spectroscopy, has led efforts to disentangle coherence and correlations among
excitons from population effects as well as the role they may play in guiding transport
and enhancing energy transfer efficiency [20, 34, 21, 35, 31, 22].
The insights gained from these advanced characterization techniques have greatly
benefited efforts to construct artificial light harvesting complexes and other optoelec-
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tronic structures using advanced materials and geometrical architectures [36, 7, 37,
13, 14]. Supramolecular J-aggregates, initially discovered in the 1930s [38, 39, 40],
self-assemble from different types of chromophore dye molecules and resemble some
natural light harvesting systems [41, 40, 42]. New morphologies continue to be de-
veloped including tubular structures [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48], oriented and mono-
layer thin films [49, 50, 51, 52], and aggregates electrostatically linked to quan-
tum dots and semiconductor nanowires [53, 54, 55, 56]. Nonlinear optical tech-
niques including transient grating, photon echo, and multi-dimensional spectroscopy
have been applied to various J-aggregate morphologies to study the exciton dynam-
ics and interactions and have elucidated the nature of coherence in these systems
[57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70]. This insight has benefited their
use in potential applications such as polariton lasers and ultrafast optical switches
[71, 72, 73, 74, 75].
Excitons in inorganic semiconductors, termed Wannier excitons, provide a con-
trasting set of physical properties for developing excitonic devices [6]. Weak dielectric
screening and the support for high carrier concentrations lead to possibilities for sev-
eral applications [5]. In addition, semiconductor architectures typically do not suffer
from the drawbacks of structural and morphological inhomogeneity and are much
more photostable, although they may be more expensive and energy intensive to
produce. Still, they have found widespread use in e.g. photovoltaics, communica-
tions, and computing. Nonlinear spectroscopy techniques have also been applied to
semiconductors to explore exciton dynamics and correlations [76, 77, 6, 78]. Those
studies yield different yet complementary insight to the nature of excitonic coherence
and interactions in nanostructured materials.
This thesis is organized in the following fashion. First I introduce linear and non-
linear spectroscopy in Chapter 2. Then I develop the background and methodology
of our experimental apparatus, beginning with the Coherent Libra amplifier laser
system and ending with a description of the multi-dimensional spectrometer and the
transient grating setup. Next I give a brief overview of J-aggregates with descrip-
tions of delocalized Frenkel excitons and their properties. In Chapter 5 I present
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the temperature-dependence of exciton delocalization in thin films of J-aggregates.
Chapter 6 continues with J-aggregates of the tubular variety. Exciton interactions
and coherence in these self-assembled supramolecular nanotubes are determined via
multi-dimensional spectroscopy, and the correlation between excitonic changes and
morphological rearrangement is determined with a combination of electron microscopy
and linear and nonlinear spectroscopy. Results on quantum process tomography are
presented in the next chapter as examples of a new methodology for interpreting non-
linear spectroscopy experiments. In Chapter 8 I discuss a different class of excitons,
in Gallium Arsenide semiconductor quantum wells, determining the time-dependence
of many-body effects using multi-dimensional spectroscopy. Finally, I conclude with
a brief reflection on the work that comprises this thesis as well as future directions
for these projects and others.
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Chapter 2
Spectroscopy
Spectroscopy is the science of understanding matter using light. It ranges across
the electromagnetic spectrum from radio waves to gamma rays including many tech-
niques from time-resolved microwave conductivity to Raman spectroscopy to X-ray
diffraction. The experiments described in this thesis aim to understand how electrons
behave when excited. The techniques used fall into the general category of resonant
electronic spectroscopy which I describe in the following chapter.
I begin by describing the interaction between light and matter using a semi-
classical approach. I then introduce the methodology used to understand both linear
and nonlinear spectroscopy and how different physical phenomena manifest in an op-
tical spectrum. Next, I go through several nonlinear spectroscopy techniques used to
separate and quantify those phenomena. Finally, I describe multi-dimensional elec-
tronic spectroscopy and the technical challenges associated with performing multi-
dimensional spectroscopy experiments. For an excellent in-depth tutorial on most
of the topics covered in this chapter see Andrei Tokmakoff's Nonlinear Spectroscopy
notes [79].
2.1 The Semi-Classical Description of Spectroscopy
In classical electricity and magnetism, electromagnetic waves (light) pass through
and interact with matter according to Maxwell's Equations [80, 811. The light waves
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generate a macroscopic polarization that depends only on the average (ensemble)
properties of the material without requiring a detailed description of the microscopic
basis for the ensemble properties. The semi-classical approach attempts to bridge the
macro- and microscopic worlds by treating the material on a microscopic, perturbative
and fully quantum mechanical level; while leaving the light waves as classical fields
essentially unchanged by the quantum system [82, 25].
2.1.1 Macroscopic Polarization
I start with the classical description of the macroscopic response of the system to an
incident light wave, the polarization [80]. The simplest case is when the polarization
P is linearly proportional to the incident light field E,
P (k, W) = X(W)$ E k, w). (2.1)
As indicated in Equation 2.1 the polarization and linear susceptibility are functions
of light frequency w and direction (wavevector k). In Maxwell's Equations, P acts as
a source term for the output light wave Sout, leading to a dependence of Sost on P,
Zout (, w) = Z27rwl P (k, w) sinc Ak ei/2, (2.2)
where 1 is the system length, n is the index of refraction, c the speed of light, and Ak
the directional (wavevector) mismatch. For large wavevector mismatch, Eout vanishes.
To first order this requires the output electric field to travel in the same direction as
the input electric field for the linear macroscopic response.
In general the polarization is not linearly proportional to the electric field and
contains both linear and nonlinear components,
This thesis utilizes two of the nonlinear terms: X( 2 ) processes (second-harmonic gen-
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eration and parametric scattering) are used in the NOPA as described in Section 3.2
while the experiments themselves are derived from X(3) processes. We can explore the
x(3) processes in further detail, approximating the electric fields as envelopes a, (t)
times carrier waves, En (, w) = an(t)e kn -wnt)+c.c., and expanding the third-order
term,
P(3) _ (3)(w) X aia2 aei(+k2+k3)±r-i(w1+w2+w3)t +
a~a2asei(-k+2+3)r-i--wi+w2+w3)t +
aia*a3 eC (k-k 2 +k3). r-i(wi-w 2 +w3 )t +
aia 2a*ei(k1+k2-k3).riwi+w2-w 3)t + c.c. (2.4)
From Equation 2.4 it is clear that several signals are generated during the nonlinear
process. According to the phase-matching condition Ak = 0 from Equation 2.2, the
signals propagate in well-defined directions allowing for spatial selection of the signal
of interest.
2.1.2 Light-Matter Interaction
In the semi-classical approach the material of interest and the light-matter interaction
are quantum mechanical [79, 25]. The Hamiltonian takes the form
H(t) = Ho + V(t) = Ho - 1. $(t), (2.5)
where HO is the material Hamiltonian and V(t) = -E - $(t) is the light-matter
interaction potential consisting of the dipole operator f dotted with the electric field.
Using the density matrix p(t) = 1*) (0 | as opposed to wavefunctions 1$) [83] simplifies
the derivation and manipulation of the equations for nonlinear spectroscopy. The
Schr6dinger equation becomes the Liouville-Von Neumann equation for the time-
dependence of the density matrix,
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S Z[H,p]. (2.6)
at h
The interaction picture removes the dependence on the material Hamiltonian Ho
and isolates the light-matter interaction. In the interaction picture, p, = UfpUo
and V1(t) = UtV(t)Uo with the time propagator Uo = exp+(~- f Ho(t') dt'). The
Liouville-Von Neumann equation becomes
- [V(t ), pi]. (2.7)
Equation 2.7 can be integrated to obtain
p1(t) = pi(to) - - J[V(t'), p,(t')] dt'. (2.8)
tto
Substituting this equation into itself gives a perturbation expansion series, of which
the first- and third-order terms most relevant to the spectroscopy in this thesis are
p)(t) =- [V(t1),iPeq]dt1. (2.9)
3 PI 8 t
P1 (h (t) = dts _ dt2 _0dt1 [V(ts, [V(t2), [V(t1), peq] ]] . (2.10)
The macroscopic polarization is obtained directly from the density matrix and
dipole operator, P(t) = Tr (p(t)p1 (t)), and each perturbative term in p, leads to a
corresponding term in the series expansion of the polarization in Equation 2.3,
P - p(l) + p(2) + p(3) + ... = Tr(p1p + Tr(jp +Tr(p 1 p?3 )+... (2.11)
In the next several sections I describe the results for the first-order and third-order
polarizations and how we use them to interpret various linear and nonlinear opti-
cal spectroscopy experiments. In addition, I show how physical phenomena such as
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dephasing dynamics and absorption and dispersion manifest in experiments.
2.2 Linear Spectroscopy
Materials that have a dipole-allowed transition from the ground state to an excited
state will enact frequency-dependent changes upon an input light wave. Linear
changes in the phase (dispersion) and amplitude (absorption) of the light map to
the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the index of refraction and are directly
related to the linear susceptibility (Equation 2.1). With some manipulations we can
re-write the polarization in terms of the input electric field and a response function
which we can use to find the linear susceptibility. The linear polarization is deter-
mined by the light-matter interaction potential and the density matrix,
PM (t) = - Tr (I [V(t1), Peq]) dt1 . (2.12)
Rearranging Equation 2.12 and using V1(t) = -pj - E(t) leads to
P(1)(t) = 00 E(t - r)Tr ([p1(rT), pI(O)]peq) dT. (2.13)
Equation 2.13 resembles linear response theory, where an output response, P(') (t), lin-
early depends on the input driving force, E(t - T), with the response function R (t)
the proportionality constant. From Equation 2.13, R(')(t) = Tr ([p1(r), pI(O)]Peq).
Comparing Equations 2.13 and 2.1 it is clear that RM(t) and xM(W) are related by
a Fourier transform. Thus, by finding the response of the system using the dipole
operator and the density matrix we can simply do a Fourier transform to find the
frequency-dependent dispersion and absorption spectrum, related to the real and
imaginary parts of X((w), respectively.
2.2.1 Response Function Formalism
In this section I use a simple example, a two-level system, to demonstrate how the
response function R)(t) translates to absorption and dispersion spectra. The two-
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Figure 2-1: Linear absorption example. (a) Two-level system. (b) Time domain
polarization. (c) Frequency domain susceptibility, with real (blue) and imaginary
(green) components.
level system has a ground state, 1g), and an excited state, le), accessible by light
absorption (Figure 2-1(a)). RC'(t) for this system is calculated using the two-level
Hamiltonian HO, time propagator Uo, and the transition dipole moment P which
connects |g) and le),
Ho = Egjg)(g| + cele)(el,
Uo = exp(iHot/h),
p(t) = Ut y UO, P = pge1g)(el + pegIe)(gL (2.14)
Combining the equation for R('(t) and Equation 2.14 leads to
R()(t) = |peg|2 sin(wegt) (2.15)
with w eg= (l ). Furthermore, using a 6-pulse, adding a phenomenological damp-
ing parameter (discussed further in Section 2.3), and combining Equation 2.15 with
Equation 2.13 leads to,
P(1 )(t) oc R(1 )(t) = |peg|2 sin(wegt)ee t . (2.16)
This result is plotted in Figure 2-1(b). The Fourier transform of the damped oscil-
lating signal has both real and imaginary parts, corresponding to the dispersive and
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absorptive responses, respectively (Figure 2-1(c)). The absorptive part is peaked at
the energy difference, Weg, reflecting the resonant nature of the interaction with light.
2.3 Coherence and Dephasing
There are multiple ways to interpret the oscillating polarization in Figure 2-1(b).
In the classical and possibly more intuitive picture, the polarization results from
spatially-dependent oscillations in the system of interest. In the case of molecules
it is easy to picture bonds vibrating or twisting giving rise to infrared radiation
and vibrational spectroscopy; or electron clouds oscillating across the relatively fixed
backbone of nuclei leading to electronic spectroscopy. The process of absorption
occurs when an oscillating electric field polarizes the charge density of the system.
The charge density (or polarization) oscillates at the resonant frequency and emits an
oscillating electric field exactly out of phase with the incoming electric field, causing
destructive interference and therefore net absorption.
Quantum mechanics offers a similar picture but with perhaps less intuitive lan-
guage. When calculating the polarization, the density matrix and transition dipole
operator act in conjunction. The elements of the density matrix simply describe
the wavefunction of the system: diagonal terms relate to the population in different
eigenstates whereas off-diagonal terms relate to coherences, i.e. superpositions, among
eigenstates. The light-matter interaction requires the density matrix to contain off-
diagonal amplitude in order to create a polarization, meaning that a superposition of
eigenfunctions must exist in the system, that the system exists in a coherence. The
coherent superposition state is responsible for driving the polarization and eventually
emitting photons.
Creating a coherence is different than changing the population in the system
eigenstates (diagonal density matrix elements). Whereas creating a coherence requires
a single electric field interaction, transferring population between eigenstates requires
two electric field interactions because both the bra and ket of the density matrix
(p = 10)(,01 must change from the initial to final state, whereas a coherence only
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Figure 2-2: Addition of undamped sinusoidal functions with the frequencies taken
from a gaussian distribution, demonstrating inhomogeneous dephasing. Going from
left to right there are an increasing number of time-domain sinusoids added together,
increasing the destructive interference at longer times. Top panels show the resulting
time domain signal S(t), bottom panels show the Fourier transform of the time domain
signal,S(w). In red are the analytical gaussian functions.
requires one to change.
The connection between the classical description and quantum mechanical coher-
ence is the fact that eigenstates are stationary states with a static wavefunction. In
quantum mechanics any motion, spatial or otherwise, is a direct result of coherence
among multiple eigenstates. For example, a vibrating bond may be composed of
several eigenstates whose superposition leads to an oscillating nuclear wavefunction.
Similarly, an electron cloud oscillating across a molecule is composed of a coherence
among electronic eigenstates that leads to an oscillating electronic wavefunction.
There are two main classes of damping (or decoherence) that reduce the coherence,
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and therefore the polarization, after creation. The first is irreversible and ubiquitous,
termed homogeneous dephasing or dynamic dephasing. The system, whether it be
vibrations, excitons, electrons, etc., is always coupled to a fluctuating environment
and always exhibits homogeneous dephasing. This disorder causes fluctuations in the
system, e.g. nuclear positions, atomic/molecular energies, which cause random and
time-dependent phase changes in the wavefunctions and therefore in the coherences.
This manifests in spectroscopy as exponential damping of coherent oscillations (see
Figure 2-1(b)).
Inhomogeneous dephasing is the second class of dephasing. If there is a separation
of fluctuation timescales, then the fast fluctuations lead to homogeneous dephasing
and the slow fluctuations lead to inhomogeneous dephasing. The slow fluctuations
appear as static disorder, such as the different configurations of a protein affecting
vibrational frequencies or variability in the sizes of semiconductor nanocrystal quan-
tum dots leading to a distribution of exciton energies. For systems exhibiting small
homogeneous dephasing the polarizations and coherences can still decay very quickly
because oscillations with a distribution of frequencies interfere destructively to re-
duce the signal. The signals in Figure 2-2, composed by the addition of sine waves
of varying frequencies, demonstrate this effect . The frequencies are taken from a
gaussian distribution, simulating a random distribution of frequencies. Even for 50
sine waves (left panels) the coherence damps fairly quickly, however a clear temporal
revival occurs at the edge of the panel. The Fourier transform (bottom left panel)
shows the different frequencies of the sine waves. For 2500 sine waves (middle pan-
els), the revival is greatly reduced and the Fourier transform resembles the original
gaussian distribution. The time domain and frequency domain signals from 100, 000
sine waves (right panels) follow the analytical gaussian distribution very closely.
There are many different models to include both homogeneous and inhomogeneous
dephasing. Many of the models culminate in a description of the lineshape function,
g(t); for the two-level model above g(t) = -- yet. In general, the lineshape function
can take many forms and is included in the polarization in an exponential,
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P(1) (t) oc |peg 2 sin(wegt)e-g(t). (2.17
For systems that exhibit the effects of homogeneous and inhomogeneous dephasing
simultaneously the linear polarization and linear spectroscopy in general is insuffi-
cient to separate the magnitudes of either or to determine the mechanism. The next
sections describe nonlinear spectroscopy techniques specifically designed to examine
directly homogeneous versus inhomogeneous dephasing, energy transfer dynamics,
and coherence and correlations in general.
2.4 Nonlinear Spectroscopy
Nonlinear spectroscopy is the study of light-matter interactions when the system
response and polarization depend on many electric field interactions. In this section I
extend the analysis from Section 2.1.2 to the nonlinear polarization, specifically P( 3 ),
using Equations 2.10 and 2.11. p( 3) is obtained using similar substitutions as for the
linear polarization, leading to
P( 3 )(t) = j dr3  d72 j dr1R( (T3 , - 2 , T1)E 3 (t - T3)E2(t - -3 - r2 )E1(t - T3 - r2 - i)
(2.18)
R (3)(-r3, r2, T1) = - Tr ([[[pr(7r3 + T2 + T1), PI(72 + 71i], PI(rih], Pr(0)]peg)
(2.19)
Expanding the commutators and rearranging several terms leads to a simplified form
for R(3 )(T 3 , T2, T1),
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R(3)(r 3 , T2, T1) = R(, -T 2 , TI) - R* (T3 , T2 , 7i) (2.20)
R1 = Tr (/q (T3 + -2 + 1) p,1(r 2 + 71) Ip(r) p,(0)pe )
R2 = Tr (Mi1 (T3 + T2 + T1)p1(T1)PeqI(0)pI(2 + 71))
R3 = Tr (/1'(r3 + T2 + 71)Ip1(T 2 + T1)PeqlI(0)ip1(T1))
R4 = Tr (p1i(T3 + 72 + T1)pI(O)Peq1I(r1)p1I(72 + T1)) (2.21)
The four terms R1 to R4 correspond to ket/ket/ket, bra/ket/bra, bra/bra/ket, and
ket/bra/bra interactions, respectively, based on how the transition dipole moment
operator acts on the density matrix.
2.4.1 Diagrammatic Perturbation Theory
A useful method for understanding and keeping track of the Ra terms' contributions to
a particular experiment are Feynman diagrams [79, 25, 80]. Each diagram represents
a specific pathway that contributes to the signal, and by adding all the pathways
together a complete nonlinear signal is generated. Each R, has a particular diagram
or set of diagrams associated with it, depending on the system. For clarity I will
continue with the example of the two-level system, showing the contribution from
each R,.
In each Feynman diagram (see Figure 2-3) time increases from bottom to top. The
relevant density matrix element for each pathway is listed in between the vertical lines.
Each arrow represents a single light-matter interaction, causing a transition on either
the bra or ket side of the density matrix. The strength of the transition is directly
weighted by the transition dipole moment. After each interaction, the density matrix
propagates via the appropriate time propagator. For all of the R, diagrams, the
system exists in a coherent superposition between the ground and excited state after
the first interaction, a population after the second interaction, and a final coherence
that emits the signal field after the third interaction. Using these principles, the
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Figure 2-3: Pathways for the R0 contributions to third-order signal.
signals for R 2 and R 4 are
R2= Ieg14 exp(-ieg (T3 - T1) - yeg (71 + T3) -e T2 )
R4= I peg 14 exp (-iweg(-3 + Ti) - 7yeg(ri + T3) - Fe - 2 ) (2.22)
The main difference between R 2 and R 4 is the accumulation of phase during the initial
and final coherence times. For R 2 , the phase is reversed between the first and final
times whereas for R 4 the phase accumulates further. Therefore, when 73 = 7 1 for R 2
(and R 3 ) there is a rephasing in that the phase is fully reversed. This is the basis for
the photon echo, which will be further discussed in Section 2.5.2.
While the Feynman diagram approach is quite useful, it does not completely
recover the dynamics and interactions in many systems. Many-body interactions in
semiconductors, e.g. excitation-induced effects, Coulomb correlations, and exciton-free-
carrier scattering, lead to nonlinear signals and yet are not captured by the Feynman
diagrams approach because Feynman diagrams specifically deals with eigenstates of
the material Hamiltonian [84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90]. Theoretical and experimen-
tal methods to identify and quantify these effects are discussed in further detail in
Chapter 8.
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2.4.2 Phase-Matching
When applying the additional action of the electric fields to the response function
to generate the polarization, the wavevectors of the electric fields add and subtract
depending on if the light-matter interaction was on the bra or ket side in the Feynman
diagram. The generated signal wavevectors, kig, are listed at the bottom of Figure
2-3 for each R,. Based on the phase-matching condition Zk = 0, it is clear that
R1 and R 4 co-propagate and that R 2 and R 3 co-propagate. However, each pair of
contributions propagates in a unique direction. The first two signals are termed non-
rephasing while the last two are rephasing or photon echo signals. These signals and
several others are discussed in the next section.
2.5 Nonlinear Techniques
The experiments described in later chapters in this thesis take advantage of several
nonlinear spectroscopy techniques that have been utilized and expanded upon for
many years. Those first described are experiments designed to examine population
dynamics [91, 82, 92]. The next technique is the photon echo, specifically aimed
at disentangling coherence and dephasing dynamics [93, 82, 32, 94]. Two-quantum
experiments are described next, specifically looking for correlations and interactions
between excitations. Finally I describe multi-dimensional spectroscopy, an extension
of all the previous methods that disentangles dynamics and correlations by spreading
the spectral information into multiple dimensions.
2.5.1 Pump-Probe and Transient Grating
Pump-probe or transient absorption spectroscopy is a widespread technique used for
monitoring the dynamics of excited states in many systems. A pump pulse excites
the system and the change in absorption over time is monitored with a time-delayed
probe pulse. While transient absorption can be described classically in terms of
the third-order polarization and kinetics, the Feynman pathways approach allows for
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straightforward interpretation and calculation of the spectral changes and dynamics.
The geometry of a pump-probe experiment is shown in Figure 2-4(a). The pump
pulse interacts twice with the system, creating excited state population. After a time
delay the probe interrogates the state of the system. The phase-matching condition
requires the third-order signal to co-propagate with the probe pulse. The interference
between the signal and probe is the reason the probe sees increased absorption or
transmission. However, transient absorption experiments only monitor the imaginary
part of the response: only changes in absorption are detected by the experiment.
(a) (b) - - . k.
Pump-probe Transient sig,TG
Grating .... ......
.......-- 
- sigPP
pr
k
Pu
k3
k. =k -k +k =k k =k -k +k
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Figure 2-4: Phase-matching conditions for third-order spectroscopy. (a) Phase-
matching geometry for pump-probe spectroscopy. (b) BOXCARS phase-matching
geometry for transient grating.
The transient grating is a natural extension of transient absorption. Two different
pulses with different wavevectors ki and k2 are time-coincident on a sample, interfering
in a periodic fashion (Figure 2-4(b)). The interference pattern creates a periodic
change in the index of refraction with spacing d = A/2 sin(6/2), potentially in both
the real and imaginary components. A third pulse with wavevector k3 is focused to
the same grating and upon seeing a periodically varying index of refraction diffracts
into the phase-matched direction ksig,TG = k1 - k2 + k3. If the grating contains both
real and imaginary components then the signal will have both real and imaginary
parts. The imaginary part is exactly the same as in transient absorption. However,
the real part contains information pertaining to non-resonant effects, e.g. coherent
acoustic waves, thermal heating, and the dispersion associated with the absorption
peak (see Figure 2-1).
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The transient grating technique is also highly sensitive to transport [95, 91, 96,
97, 981. The probe diffraction efficiency depends on the depth of the grating AN, i.e.
the contrast between the peaks and nulls of the grating. Diffusion of e.g. acoustic
waves or excitons will lower the contrast in tandem with the decay of the excitation
due to its finite lifetime. A simple model for the transient grating decay uses the
one-dimensional diffusion equation
8N(x, t) 92 N(x, t)
(t = D -92 FN (x, t)8t 8x2
N(x, t) = e-"[1 + exp(-A 2 Dt) cos(Ax)]/2. (2.23)
where D is the diffusion constant, F is the excitation decay rate, and the grating
wavevector A = L. The grating depth and decay rate are
AN = N(x = 0, t) - N(d/2, t) = exp(-Kt/2)
K = 2(A 2 D + F). (2.24)
A series of experiments with varied angles between the excitation beams changes
the rate of decay due to diffusion while leaving the decay due to the finite lifetime
unchanged, allowing separation of the diffusive and lifetime effects on the grating
signal.
Both transient absorption and transient grating typically monitor excited-state
dynamics. However, there are a couple of disadvantages. The first is that all of the
information content from R1 through R4 is contained in the signal; both rephasing
and nonrephasing signals contribute. This means it is impossible to isolate dephasing
dynamics in these experiments. The second disadvantage is the trade off between
frequency selectivity in the pump and time resolution. In order to know exactly
which excitation was pumped, a narrowband frequency-selective pump must be used.
However, a frequency-selective narrowband spectrum leads to a long pulse in the time
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domain, leading to a minimum time that can be resolved in the experiment. This
deficiency is overcome by multi-dimensional spectroscopy as described in Section 2.5.4.
2.5.2 Photon Echo Spectroscopy
Photon echo spectroscopy is another extension of the previously mentioned tech-
niques, performed by using the BOXCARS geometry and changing the time-ordering
of the pulses in the transient grating experiment [32, 94]. When the pulse with the
negative wavevector contribution (the conjugate pulse) arrives first, as discussed pre-
viously for R 2 and R3, a rephasing occurs when the final coherence time is equal to
the initial coherence time. This is because of the phase reversal during those two time
periods. This is extremely useful when significant inhomogeneous broadening affects
the system. For the two-level system, setting -r2 = 0 in R 2 and R 3 and including
appropriate lineshape functions for homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening [25]
in the derivation for the nonlinear polarization leads to
R(3 ) = peg ' exp(-i(eg)(73 - 71) - 7eg(Ti + T3) - (73 -- 1) 2 A 2 /2), (2.25)
where (weg) is the average frequency and A is the width of the frequency distribution.
From Equation 2.25 it is clear that for T3 = r1 the only decay remaining is due to the
homogeneous dephasing, yeg. The standard experimental setup uses an integrating
detector, e.g. photodiode, which for highly inhomogeneous systems (A > Yeg leads
to
Ieig (ri) oc e- (2.26)
The inhomogeneous component no longer contributes to the signal decay due to the
rephasing. The factor of four reflects the homogenous dephasing over two time periods
and the fact that the integrating detector doubles the decay rate.
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2.5.3 Two-Quantum Spectroscopy
Two-quantum (2Q) experiments involve the same geometry and phase-matching as an
echo but the pulse time-ordering is switched: the conjugate pulse is the third pulse in
the sequence. Thus, 2Q experiments are also referred to as S3 experiments. Similarly,
photon echoes are S1 experiments and non-rephasing are S2. Because the S3 is specific
to multiple excitations and their interactions, the simple two-level system example
produces identically zero signal for S3. A higher-lying excited state accessible from
the first excited state must exist. Vibrational overtones are directly probed in S3 IR
measurements and anharmonicity is readily apparent [99]. In molecules the excitation
of both electrons from the HOMO to the LUMO leads to S3 signals [100, 101, 102,
103], whereas in excitonic systems it is the excitation of multiple excitons across
multiple atoms in inorganic semiconductors [104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111] or
molecules in organic semiconductors [35, 112, 70]. In gas phase atoms, S3 signals can
be generated due to excited atoms producing a local electric field (weak dipole-dipole
interaction) that influences the neighboring atoms, coupling the excitations together
to form a correlated doubly-excited state [113].
In a 2Q experiment, the first two pulses create a coherence between the doubly-
excited state and the ground state, giving insight to its energy and lifetime. For
example, the dephasing time is directly related to the correlation time for local field
effects. The energy of the doubly-excited state reports on the binding or anti-binding
between quasi-particles, as occurs when hydrogen-like excitons bind to form biexci-
tons.
2.5.4 Multi-Dimensional Spectroscopy
The third-order polarization contains information about many processes occurring
in the systems across three different time periods. To gain maximum knowledge of
these processes would require three-dimensional spectroscopy. While that has been
accomplished for some systems and under certain conditions [114, 115, 107, 116, 117],
three-dimensional spectroscopy is somewhat impractical and time consuming due to
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technical limitations. However, many research groups are adopting the more tractable
two-dimensional spectroscopy (2DS) [118, 29, 119, 120]. This typically involves setting
one of the time delays in the third-order polarization to zero. The experiments in
this thesis are comprised almost entirely of 2DS experiments.
2DS offers many unique advantages compared to traditional one-dimensional spec-
troscopies like linear absorption, pump-probe and transient grating, and 1D photon
echoes. Spreading the information content of the polarization out over multiple di-
mensions disentangles different types of dephasing, coupling and interactions, and
dynamics. This is illustrated in Figure 2-5 for the photon echo. On the left is the
case with A = 0, showing uniform homogeneous damping. A increases moving left
to right, showing that with large inhomogeneous broadening, rephasing occurs along
T3 = T1 diagonal. The decay along the diagonal is determined primarily by homoge-
neous dephasing (and is the same magnitude as that in the left panel) whereas the
anti-diagonal decay is primarily governed by inhomogeneous dephasing.
A =0 A =g yA= 10Y e
TI
T3 3 3
Figure 2-5: Time-domain photon echo. Going from left to right displays signals with
increasing inhomogeneity (A), showing the interplay between inhomogeneous and
homogeneous dephasing.
A double Fourier transform of the time-domain photon echo in Figure 2-5 separates
the inhomogeneous and homogeneous lineshapes into two dimensions (Figure 2-6),
clarifying the quantity of each present in the system. The anti-diagonal linewidth is
related to the amount of homogeneous dephasing and for inhomogeneous systems the
diagonal lineshape reflects the degree of inhomogeneity.
Even though the 2D photon echo separates the homogeneous and inhomogeneous
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Figure 2-6: Frequency-domain two-dimensional photon echo. Going from left to right
displays signals with increasing inhomogeneity (A), showing the increasing broad-
ening along the diagonal frequency while maintaining a narrow linewidth along the
anti-diagonal.
lineshapes, the imaginary and real parts of the echo signal do not correspond to
the absorptive and dispersive components, respectively. Pump-probes and transient
grating signals are directly related to absorptive and dispersive lineshapes because, as
mentioned in Section 2.5.1, they contain all four Feynman diagrams R1 - R4. When
extracting the susceptibility and the absorption spectrum from P(l) (t) a full Fourier
transform is performed. For the photon echo and non-rephasing signals only a half-
sided Fourier transform is performed with respect to Ti. This is due to restrictions
imposed by pulse-ordering: in the echo the conjugate pulse comes first, in the non-
rephasing experiment the conjugate pulse comes second. This leads to phase twist
in the real and imaginary components of Si and S2 signals [121, 122]. Adding the
rephasing and non-rephasing spectra together forms correlation spectra with no phase
twist and purely absorptive and dispersive components. This is demonstrated in
Figure ?? for the two-level system example from previous sections. The left and
middle panels show the imaginary components of the rephasing and non-rephasing
signals. In a pump-probe experiment only stimulated emission and ground state
bleaching terms appear, leading to a purely negative signal. The rephasing and
non-rephasing signals have both positive and negative parts, whereas the correlation
spectrum is purely negative.
Another unique advantage of 2DS is its direct sensitivity to coupling among ex-
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Figure 2-7: Imaginary components of 2D spectra. Addition of photon echo (PE, left)
and non-rephasing (NR, middle) 2D spectra lead to correlation spectra (CS, right)
with purely absorptive lineshapes in the imaginary component.
citations. When a broadband laser pulse excites the sample, coupled transitions will
cause additional signals compared to the uncoupled case in the 2DS spectrum. The
physical mechanism generating the new signals involves polarizations coupling to one
another. A light-matter interaction involving one transition leads to a polarization.
If the excited transition is coupled to a second transition, the excited polarization
acts as a source for a polarization involving the second transition. This is illustrated
by the Feynman diagrams in Figure 2-8(b). The signals caused by coupling manifest
in a 2DS spectrum as crosspeaks (Figure 2-8(c)), indicating that excitation at one
frequency leads to emission at another, even with r2 = 0. This is due to delocalizaiton
of the wavefunction across the two states.
Scanning T2 allows for population and coherent dynamics to occur, same as in a
pump-probe or transient grating measurement. However, the high frequency resolu-
tion in the absorption and emission dimensions is maintained, allowing for the full
recovery of coherent and energy transfer dynamics. For example, the crosspeaks in
Figure 2-8(c) will oscillate because the system wavefunction is in a coherent superpo-
sition between states le) and If) during r2 . Energy transfer or dynamic Stokes shifts
will manifest as increasing amplitude in the crosspeak with high energy absorption
and low energy emission. In this way it is possible to see directly energy transfer
processes [118, 29, 20].
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Figure 2-8: Three-level system 2DS. (a) "V" system states. (b) New Feynman dia-
grams for 72 = 0 that arise due to coupling between states I e) and If). (c) 2D photon
echo spectrum with diagonal peaks and crosspeaks.
2.6 Detection Methodology for Nonlinear Experi-
ments
There are many detection techniques for nonlinear spectroscopy. Photodiodes and
photomultiplier tubes are inherently single-point detectors whereas spectrometers are
one dimensional. This means that using a spectrometer as the detector automatically
gives knowledge of the entire emission spectrum (or timetrace if Fourier transformed);
this is the method of choice for transient absorption. For the r and T2 time delays
typically motorized translation stages are used. The major drawback for this tech-
nique is the phase jitter associated with sending different beams through different
optical paths. Air currents and mount and optic vibrations cause changes to the
optical pathlength and therefore the optical phase. For the infrared and longer wave-
lengths this is a surmountable problem because the wavelength is much larger than
the pathlength changes, translating into small changes in phase. However, for elec-
tronic spectroscopy in the 400 - 700 nm region, these small pathlength changes cause
significant phase changes. This scrambles the phase of the emitted signal and only
amplitude information is retained. This is still useful for determining an overall de-
phasing time for a transition using a 1D echo, for example; however the drawback is
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that the energies of the initially excited states are lost because the signal does not
oscillate. Even if the phase is stable, a phase-sensitive detection scheme is required,
otherwise the amplitude is again the only information retained.
There are several methods to retain phase stability and enable phase-sensitive
detection for coherent optical spectroscopy experiments. Active phase stabilization
uses interferometric loops with HeNe tracer beams for each loop to keep track of the
phase [123]. Fluorescence-detected 2DS [124], 2D nanoscopy [125], and single shot
2DS [126, 127, 128] have recently been demonstrated. Passive phase stabilization is
perhaps the easiest method to implement. Many research groups successfully use pairs
of glass wedges to introduce time delays, allowing all the laser beams to propagate
the same optical path and retain a stable phase relationship [129, 130]. The method
used in this thesis and in several other research groups is pulse shaping [131, 132,
133, 134, 135, 136]. All the beams have a common optical path, and femtosecond
spatiotemporal pulse shaping is used to control the optical phases, time delays, and
other pulse parameters.
In the next sections I briefly describe the detection technique used throughout
this thesis and an experimental advantage offered by pulse shaping that significantly
reduces experimental acquisition time.
2.6.1 Heterodyne Detection and Spectral Interferometry
Any time-integrating light detection device detects the intensity of the light and loses
the phase information retained in the light field. For example, a spectrometer detects
the intensity Idet of the emitted signal field from a nonlinear interaction as a function
of frequency,
Idet OC IE,,g(W) 12 OC IiP(3 (W) 12 . (2.27)
Even though intensity is insensitive to absolute phase, it is sensitive to phase differ-
ences between interfering waves. If two electric fields are simultaneously detected in
the spectrometer, the phase difference, Ap(w) = psig(w) - oPref(w), manifests in the
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interference term between the two waves,
Idet oC |Esig(w) + Eref (W)e 12 oc Isig + Iref + 2 IsigIref cos(Ap). (2.28)
Optical heterodyne detection refers to the use of a reference beam spatially over-
lapped with the signal beam to cause phase-sensitive interference in the detector
(spectromter). To retrieve the signal phase from the interference, and simulta-
neously remove the homodyne components, we delay the reference beam a small
amount, leading to interference fringes in the spectrum. This is known as spectral
interferometry, a well known technique for extracting the signal phase using a well-
characterized reference [137, 138, 139]. With a time delay Tref the reference phase
becomes pCref(W) = Wrref and Equation 2.28 becomes
Idet oc Isig + Iref + 2 'sigIref cos(pOsig - WTref). (2.29)
An inverse Fourier transform to the time domain and application of the Fourier
Shift Theorem leads to
Idet(t) OC Isig(t) + Iref(t) + Isr(t - Tref, Psig) + Isr(t + Tref, (Psig ). (2.30)
Is,, with contributions from both the signal and reference, is the interference term of
interest. Applying a filter that isolates Isr(t - Tref, Psig), Fourier transforming back
to the frequency domain, and dividing by the reference amplitude leads to
Ifiat(w) oc I-sig(w) e- . (2.31)
From Equation 2.31 it is clear that the nonlinear signal amplitude and phase are fully
isolated.
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2.6.2 Rotating Frame Detection
The final section of this Chapter describes an additional advantage of using pulse
shaping. In Section 3.3.4 I explain that pulse shaping delays only the envelope of a
pulse, not the user-defined carrier wave. The implications for this are that all of the
experiments are performed in the rotating frame, meaning that any phase changes
occurring during the experiment are always with respect to the carrier wave [121, 108].
If the phase of the carrier wave is stable then the experimental phase changes are slow
and the oscillations are reduced by the frequency of the carrier wave. To see this more
clearly we can calculate the linear polarization, Equations 2.13 and 2.16, with a pulse-
shaper-delayed pulse, E(t - r) = Eo a(t - r)eiwcT,
P() (t) oc EOj|peg|2 f a(t - -r)e"c'e-ie"9T-Ye9 + c.c. (2.32)
Due to the extra factor eiwc from the electric field, the oscillations in P(M are reduced
in frequency to the difference weg - WC. With pulse shaping we are able to control the
Nyquist frequency required to fully capture the dynamics, and therefore significantly
reduce the number of time steps taken in each experiment and perform each 2DS
experiment in a fraction of the time.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Setup
This chapter serves as a general overview of the experimental apparatus, starting with
the ultrafast laser amplifier source and ending with the calibrations required for the
complete multi-dimensional spectrometer. For further details see the theses of Joshua
Vaughan [140], Katherine Stone [141] and Daniel Turner [142], and the comprehensive
review by Turner et al. [136]. The final section describes implementation of a transient
grating setup for measuring transport on very short length scales.
3.1 Ultrafast laser system
The majority of the experiments described in this thesis were performed using the
Coherent Libra titanium sapphire (Ti:Sa) regenerative amplifier system. The output
of the Libra was a 3.5 Watt, 10 kHz pulse train of approximately 70 fs pulses centered
at 800 nm. For a subset of experiments performed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 8 a
KMLabs Ti:Sa oscillator was used. The oscillator output was a 92.5 MHz pulse train
centered near 800 nm.
3.2 Noncollinear Optical Parametric Amplifier
In order to perform experiments on a diverse range of nanostructured materials a
readily tunable ultrafast laser source was required. I designed and built a Noncollinear
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PR pulses
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Figure 3-1: The NOPA optical design. The Libra output passes through a partial
reflector (PR), reflecting 5% of the light to the seed arm. The non-reflected pulses
generate the blue pump pulses in a BBO crystal (BB01) after retro-reflecting along a
variable translation stage and passing through a waveplate-polarizer (WPP) to control
the power. Lens LI focuses the blue pump to the mixing BBO (BB02). The seed arm
is enlarged by a telescope (T) and passes through a variable iris (I) for attenuation.
Lens L2 focuses the seed to a 1 mm thick sapphire plate (S) generating a white light
continuum. Two off-axis parabolic reflectors (P1, focal length 10 cm; P2, focal length
30 cm) collect and focus the seed to BBO2 where parametric amplification occurs.
Optical Parametric Amplifier (NOPA) that utilizes several nonlinear optical processes
to generate pulses from 500 nm to 750 nm with varying pulse widths [143, 144, 145,
146, 147, 148, 149]. The pump laser source is the Coherent Libra amplifier. Three
nonlinear processes occur to generate the desired output laser pulses (Figure 3-1).
First, the Libra pulse is split by a 95/5 partial reflector into a pump arm and a seed
arm. The pump arm travels on a translation stage, allowing timing control between
the pump and seed pulses. The pump beam then enters a nonlinear crystal Beta
Barium Borate (BBO) optimized to generate the second harmonic of the Libra pulse
at 400 nm. The 400 nm pump light is then focused via a 40 cm focal length lens to a
second BBO crystal optimized for parametric amplification. The seed arm first passes
through a telescope increasing the size. An iris is used to control the intensity and
spatial distribution of the seed beam. The seed is then focused by a 3 cm focal length
lens into a 1 mm sapphire plate, producing a white light continuum. The continuum
is collected, colllimated, and then refocused by two off-axis parabolic mirrors to the
BBO for parametric amplification.
The amplified NOPA output beam is sent into a fused silica prism compressor
followed by focusing through a 50 -70 micron spatial filter to produce near transform
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limited, TEMoo beams. The parametric amplification process produces nearly 150
nm of bandwidth, which generally greatly exceeds that desired for our experiments.
A slit consisting of two razor blades inserted into the prism compressor filters the
spectral content, both center wavelength and bandwidth. We typically use 20 - 30 fs
pulses.
The final NOPA beam is sent first to a spatial beam shaper to generate the
desired beam geometry. Then the beams are sent to a two-dimensional pulse shaper
for wavevector shaping, controlling both the spectral amplitude and phase of each
beam. After careful calibration of each step the beams are sent to the experiment.
3.3 Pulse Shaping
After passing through the prism compressor, the NOPA pulses are sent to the pulse
shaping setup. The unique characteristics of two-dimensional femtosecond pulse shap-
ing offer several advantages [150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 140]. Common path optics offer
phase stabilization because air currents and vibrations affect the beams essentially
concurrently and equally [131, 129, 130]. Additionally, phase cycling techniques in-
crease the sensitivity to particular pulse sequences (along with phase-matching con-
ditions) to increase signal to noise and subtract spurious signals [131, 140, 141, 142].
While all pulse shaping techniques enable coherent control experiments [155, 156,
157, 158, 159, 160, 161], two-dimensional pulse shaping in particular enables phase
and amplitude shaping experiments not possible with other types of traditional non-
linear spectroscopy or one-dimensional pulse shaping setups. Finally, pulse shaping
enables rotating frame detection, reducing the stringent Nyquist-limit requirements
for coherent femtosecond spectroscopy [121, 162, 106, 141, 142, 136].
3.3.1 Beam Pattern Generation
The Beam Shaping component of the multi-dimensional spectrometer consists of two
parts, a telescope and a transmissive diffractive optic (phase mask) at the focal plane
(Figure 3-2(a)). For four-wave mixing experiments, we typically use a pattern of two
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(a) (b) \ (c) y)
G CL SLM G CL SLM
Figure 3-2: Optical designs for pulse shaping. (a) Beam Shaper consisting of a phase
mask at the focal plane of a 1:1 telescope demonstrating one-dimensional diffraction.
(b) Temporal Pulse Shaper with a top-down view of the grating (G), cylindrical lens
(CL), and spatial light modulator (SLM) with a frequency-dependent phase #(x). (c)
Wavevector Shaping with a side view of G, CL, and SLM with an example diffraction
pattern (#(y)) for diffraction-based pulse shaping.
perpendicular gratings optimized for first-order diffraction, generating the ubiquitous
BOXCARS geometry. A significant advantage offered by imaging the phase mask
to the sample is that the beams automatically have phase-matched wavevectors, in-
cluding the reference local oscillator beam. This leads to reconstruction of the initial
diffraction pattern and greatly enhanced signal when compared to crossing the beams
using steering mirrors [163, 164, 165]. This also reduces the complexity of the ex-
periment as no additional steering mirrors are required for alignment and a common
path for all the beams is automatically implemented.
3.3.2 Temporal Pulse Shaping
The beams generated in the Beam Shaper are imaged to the temporal pulse shaping
setup. The critical components in the temporal pulse shaper are shown in Figure
3-2(b) with a single beam. Diffraction off a grating, typically around 1000 lines/mm
and blazed for the desired wavelength, separates the wavelengths making up the
ultrafast pulse. A cylindrical lens focuses the individual frequencies to a horizontal
stripe across the active pulse shaping element, the Spatial Light Modulator (SLM).
We utilize two-dimensional phase-only SLMs. In the horizontal direction frequency-
dependent phase patterns (#(x) or alternatively #(w)) are applied to the input optical
field, E (w), which alter the time-dependent electric field of the output pulse, E (t),
according to Fourier Transforms,
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Eout(t) cx j En(w)e(wt+O(w)) dw. (3.1)
For example, a linear change in phase with frequency, #(w) = wr, leads to a time
delay,
Eout(t) oc j Ein(w)ei(wt+w-r) dw = J Ein(w)ei(w(t+r)) dw = Ein(t + T). (3.2)
There are three imperfections in temporal pulse shaping primarily responsible for
reducing the fidelity of the waveforms produced. The finite spectral resolution, JW,
of the grating and cylindrical lens resulting from the diffraction-limited focus leads
to a gaussian time window, exp(-r 2 W 2 t 2 ), reducing the intensity of the generated
waveform as a time delay is applied. In addition, the pixelated nature of the SLM,
which can be represented by the top-hot function
1 0<X<1
T(x) = - , (3.3)
0 x < 0,x > 1
leads to a sinc window in the time domain, sinc(7rAwt), with Aw the bandwidth of
a single pixel. Together these two effects create an effective time-window for possible
delays on the pulses,
window oc exp(-7r26W2 t 2 )sinc(7rAwt). (3.4)
The largest effect caused by the time-window is additional decrease in signal due
to the laser pulse intensity decreasing with time delay. However, in our temporal
pulse shaping setup the time-window typically has a 1/e time of several picoseconds
whereas in our samples the relevant timescales of interest (dephasing and energy
transfer dynamics) are on the order of a few hundred femtoseconds to one or two
picoseconds at low temperature, mitigating the effect of the time-window.
The third negative effect caused by temporal pulse shaping with SLMs is the fact
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that SLMs cannot change the phase arbitrarily but have a maximum phase change
typically not much larger than 27r. To get around this limitation we take advantage
of the fact that an addition of 27r radians does not change the pulse characteristics.
Therefore, we wrap the applied phase modulo 27r. However, this wrapping is imperfect
in SLMs, leading to a periodic, frequency-dependent imperfection in the phase profile
of the pulse. This leads to a periodic series of pulses in the time domain whose spacing
depends on the phase-wrapping period in the frequency domain. We avoid these
unwanted modulator replica pulses via diffraction-based pulse shaping, as explained
in the following sections.
3.3.3 Wavevector Shaping
Section 3.3.2 described waveforms created through spectral phase modulations. While
very powerful, this technique is limited in that the spectral amplitude of the pulse
cannot be controlled. We take advantage of the two-dimensional nature of the SLMs
to enable amplitude modulation for coherent control as well as to get rid of the
modulator replica pulses. A diffraction pattern is applied in the vertical dimension
of the SLM (#(y) in Figure 3-2). A lens at the back focal plane of the SLM focuses
the diffraction to series of spots where we isolate the first-order diffraction for use in
the experiment. By controlling the efficiency of diffraction via the groove depth for
different wavelengths we control the spectral content of the pulse in addition to the
phase control in horizontal (temporal) direction. The desired shaped pulse diffracts
into the first-order spot while the spurious modulator replica pulses all diffract into
different diffraction orders because those orders contain by definition an additional
spatial phase of 27r.
3.3.4 Diffraction-Based Pulse Shaping
The combination of femtosecond temporal pulse shaping and wavevector shaping,
termed diffraction-based pulse shaping, gives unprecedented control over both the
phase and amplitude of not only a single pulse but over multiple pulses simultane-
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ously. The reconfigurable nature of the SLMs makes the pulse shaping setup useful
for many types of experiments including multi-dimensional spectroscopy, transient
grating, Raman spectroscopy, transient absorption, and many other nonlinear spec-
troscopies. Pulse shaping gives two additional advantages: the experiments are per-
formed in the rotating frame (see Section 3.3.2) to increase data acquisition times;
and we can implement phase cycling techniques to further enhance the sensitivity of
the experiment to a specific generated signal.
Rotating Frame Detection
Rotating frame detection was described in Section 2.6.2. In this section I describe
how pulse shaping enables this technique. Any phase pattern applied to a pulse is
always in reference to a specific carrier frequency, we, that is user-defined for each
experiment. We define the phase at wc to be zero for any applied phase pattern. For
the delay described in Section 3.3.2 this means the actual phase pattern we apply is
#(w) = (w - wc)r. According to Equation 3.1,
Eut(t) oc Ei,(t + rje- . (3.5)
If Ei,(w) has the form of an envelope and a carrier wave, e(t)eiwct , then a pulse delayed
via pulse shaping by a time T will have the form,
E0st(t) oc e(t + T)e"W . (3.6)
Thus the envelope of the pulse is delayed while the carrier wave is not, allowing for
rotating frame detection. We typically choose wc within the pulse bandwidth to allow
calibration.
Phase Cycling
Incoherent light scattering can lead to spurious electric fields from the excitation
beams interfering with the nonlinear signal. For example, using spectral interferom-
etry a spectrometer could detect the nonlinear signal, proportional to iP), as well
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as electric fields from the scattered excitation beams,
Idet oc lip(3) + Ei + E 2 + E 3 + Eref + c.c.12. (3.7)
Pulse shaping enables phase cycling, a process by which the spurious interferences are
removed from the collected spectra via cycling the phases of the beams generating the
nonlinear signal [121, 131, 133, 136]. For the x( 3) experiments in this thesis with the
phase-matching condition kaig = -ki + k2 + k3 , the nonlinear polarization depends
on the phases of the input beams in a specific way,
p(3) EE 2E3 = X(3 aa 2 ae-i((-ki+k2+k3)-r-(-1+w2+3)t) e-i(-W+W2+W). (3.8)
Only the third-order polarization has this particular phase dependence. Therefore,
cycling the phase of the input beams in a particular order and adding the gener-
ated signals subtracts the spurious interferences while simultaneously enhancing the
nonlinear signal. For the phase dependence in Equation 3.8, the appropriate phase
cycling scheme is an eight-step procedure,
Isig =I(0i, #2, #3) (3.9)
-I(#1 + 7r, #2, #3) - 1(#1, #2 + -r, #3) - 1(#1, #2, #3 + 7r)
+I(#1 + 7r, #2 + 7r, #3) + I(#1 + 7r, #2, #3 + 7r) + 1(#1, #2 + 7r, #3 + 7r)
-I(#1 + 7r, #2 + gr, #3 + 7r)
=16|iP(3) + Eref + c.c.12
3.4 Pulse Shaping Calibrations
The multi-dimensional spectrometer consists of all the previously described compo-
nents, from the Libra amplifier to pulse shaping (Figure 3-3). First, the Libra ampli-
fier beam is sent to the NOPA to generate tunable ultrafast laser pulses. This single
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beam is sent to the beam shaper, generating several beams in a phase-matched geom-
etry. This geometry is imaged through the pulse shaper where well-defined temporal
delays, chirps, optical phases and spectral amplitudes are applied to the pulses to per-
form the experiment. The pulse shaper output, consisting of several shaped beams,
is focused to the sample where nonlinear signal is generated in a phase-matched di-
rection. The signal is sent to an Acton 2300i imaging spectrometer with a PIXIS400
CCD camera as the detector.
NBeamPulse CCD
Libra NOPA Shaper Shaper Smple - Detector
Figure 3-3: Multi-dimensional spectrometer sequences from pulse generation, pulse
shaping, signal generation, to signal detection.
Each component of the multi-dimensional spectrometer must be properly aligned
and calibrated for successful experiments. The Libra typically requires little to no
daily maintenance as its output characteristics are robust. The NOPA requires daily
tuning to ensure the proper wavelength, pulse compression, and spatial mode. The
Beam Shaper only requires alignment or tuning when changing the beam pattern and
phase mask. The pulse shaper requires four calibrations outlined below.
3.4.1 Phase to Grayscale
The first calibration, phase to grayscale, determines how the SLM controls the phase
of incoming light. The calibration procedure is as follows: a single beam of the desired
frequency hits a phase mask, generating two replicas. The replicas are focused to the
left and right sides of the SLM, reflect off the SLM, recombine through the phase
mask and are focused onto a photodiode. One half of the SLM is scanned through its
voltage levels for one beam, thereby changing its overall phase and causing interfer-
ence between the two beams aligned in the photodiode. The sinusoidal interference
signal is converted to a phase difference, giving a relationship between applied voltage
(grayscale) and applied phase. This relationship is inverted to give the grayscale as
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a function of phase to allow user-defined phases to be applied.
This calibration is only required when significantly changing wavelengths. For the
limited bandwidth laser pulses we use, a single phase to grayscale is sufficient. For
much broader bandwidth applications a different phase to grayscale could be applied
for each frequency.
3.4.2 Pixel to Wavelength
The second calibration sets the relationship between SLM pixel number and wave-
length in order to apply frequency-dependent phases such as time delays and temporal
chirps. To perform this calibration, the spectrum of one of the diffracted beams is
imaged in the spectrometer and a three-pixel-wide vertical stripe is illuminated and
scanned horizontally across the SLM. The narrowband spectrum in the spectrome-
ter corresponds directly to the specific pixels illuminated, allowing generation of a
pixel-to-wavelength calibration curve.
3.4.3 Temporal Distortions
The third calibration performed corrects the different temporal chirps and time delays
acquired by different beams from imperfect imaging in the pulse shaping setup due
to spherical and chromatic aberrations from the cylindrical lens. First, a single beam
is sent to a Frequency Resolved Optical Gating (FROG) [166, 167] setup and the
cylindrical lens-SLM distance and grating angle are tuned to compress the pulse
to near transform limited. Next, all the beams generated by the Beam Shaper are
focused into a 30 micron BBO crystal at the sample position. Cross correlations
are taken between the transform limited pulse and the other pulses, and the pulse
shaper is used to remove the temporal distortions on all the beams to make them all
transform limited. The FROG-corrected pulse also serves as a timing reference to
ensure all the pulses for the experiment are initially time coincident.
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3.4.4 Carrier Frequency
The final calibration determines the carrier frequency, w = 27rve, of each beam.
We use a double-pulse phase pattern and spectral interferometry to determine the
frequency-dependent phase of each beam. Varying the delay causes the phases to
vary except at the carrier frequency, allowing us to pinpoint with high accuracy the
carrier frequency. We send each beam independently into the Acton spectrometer
and apply a cos(27r(v - vc)t&ay) phase pattern to generate a double pulse.
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Figure 3-4: Steps in carrier frequency calibration procedure.
An example is shown in Figure 3-4 with vc = 475 THz. The delay between the
pulses, t decay, is scanned, generating interference patterns in the frequency domain
with varying periodicity (Figure 3-4(a)). Fourier transformation of the interference
patterns leads to signals in the time-time domain, including the temi = 0, temi = tdelay,
and spurious higher-order signals caused by imperfect pulse shaping (Figure 3-4(b)).
Using spectral interferometry as described in Section 2.6.1 we extract the frequency-
dependent phase # for each tdegay (Figure 3-4(c)). The point where the phases cross
is the carrier frequency. We then compose a histogram of the frequencies with the
minimum distance between phases for different delays (Figure 3-4(d)) and fit the
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-fitted curve
R2 =0.9957
13= 474.97
8u, = 0.07
-_ -
distribution to find the center frequency and distribution width.
3.5 Transient Grating Spectroscopy
This section describes the experimental setup for transient grating spectroscopy. The
NOPA output, after compression, is split into two arms by a 50/50 beamsplitter to
create the pump and probe beams. The pump travels through a 25 cm translation
stage allowing up to - 1 ns delays. The beams are combined to a common path at
different heights. They are focused by a 15 cm lens to a phase mask to generate the
BOXCARS geometry [165, 164]. The first-order diffraction spots are collected by a 2
cm aspheric lens. One probe beam passes through an ND = 1 filter while the other
probe beam passes through a blank ND filter to compensate for the delay. The four
beams are focused by a second 2 cm aspheric lens to the sample where X(3) signal is
generated. After collection by a third 2 cm aspheric lens the pump beams are blocked
and the probe beams are sent to two matched photodiodes.
(a) Top View
probe ~~--P
Side View
Figure 3-5: Transient grating experiment. (a) Top view of setup. Pump (chopped)
and probe are focused by 15 cm lens to phase mask. The diffraction is collected by a
2 cm aspheric lens. An ND = 1 filter is placed in the arm of one probe beam with a
blank filter G for compensation in the other probe beam. A second 2 cm aspheric lens
focuses to the sample with collection by a third aspheric lens. The pump beams are
blocked and the probe beams are sent to a pair of matched photodiodes for balanced
detection. (b) Side view of setup.
Using these imaging optics the smallest grating spacing successfully imaged to the
sample was 600 nm, nearing the diffraction limit for 600 nm light. Each probe beam
undergoes diffraction and acts as the local oscillator reference for the diffraction from
the other probe beam [168, 169, 170] when implementing a heterodyne detection
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and balancing scheme with two photodiodes. The ND filters cause an asymmetry
in the diffraction of the probe beams, allowing for recovery of both the real and
imaginary components of the signal [170]. Balancing combined with chopping signif-
icantly reduces the experimental noise by increasing the detection rate and removing
laser power fluctuations. However, as discussed in the Conclusions section of this
thesis, the signal to noise still requires a factor of 10 improvement to study the dy-
namics of interest in J-aggregates due to highly efficient exciton-exciton annihilation
[59, 61, 171, 172].
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Chapter 4
J-Aggregates
The bulk of this thesis involves the study of supramolecular J-aggregates composed
of hundreds to thousands of molecules tightly bound to one another [41, 40, 42]. J-
aggregates were discovered in the 1930s when concentrated solutions of dye molecules
exhibited a strong redshift, almost no Stokes' shift, band narrowing, and polarized
absorption and fluorescence in a flowing solution [38, 39]. Cyanine dye molecules are
the prototypical J-aggregating dyes, two of which are used in Chapter 5 of this thesis
(Figure 4-1) and another in Chapter 6 (Figure 4-9).
J-aggregates are related to other multi-chromophoric systems, such as natural
light harvesting antennae [12], and are modeled predominantly with Frenkel exciton
theory [173, 19]. While electronic structure calculations are possible for very small
Cl C1
Ci N N C C1 S s CI
NCN
BIC U3
Figure 4-1: Two examples of cyanine dye molecules exhibiting J-aggregation under
appropriate conditions.
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aggregates, for larger structures they become intractable. The simpler Frenkel exciton
theory captures much of the relevant physics and implications for experiments. In
this chapter I introduce the two-level linear aggregate model [173] which leads to
delocalized Frenkel excitons. Then, I introduce many of the properties and effects
exhibited by even this simplified model. The final section of this chapter summarizes
theoretical efforts in understanding tubular J-aggregates, specifically how they differ
from the linear aggregate model.
4.1 Linear J-aggregate Model
4.1.1 Frenkel Exciton Hamiltonian
The simplest Frenkel excitons are formed in a dimer of two-level systems with a
dipole-dipole interaction, J, between them [19, 174, 175]. The dipole-dipole coupling
strength is determined by the dipole orientation and geometry,
J = (1-3 cos 2 O), (4.1)
47crrr3
with Er the relative permittivity, pi and P2 the dipoles of molecules 1 and 2, r the
distance between them, and 0 the angle between them. Diagonalizing the Hamiltonian
leads to two exciton states, one with the molecular wavefunctions in phase and one out
of phase. The in-phase exciton will contain most of the oscillator strength because the
two dipoles oscillate in phase, acting as a single enhanced dipole. The out-of-phase
exciton will exhibit the opposite effect because the two dipoles oscillate out of phase
and destructively interfere, leading to reduced oscillator strength for that state. As
6 is tuned, J will change from positive to negative. When positive, the states with
the dipoles in phase (as determined from diagonalizing the Hamiltonian) are the high
energy states, leading to H-aggregates (Figure 4-2 (left)). When J is negative, the
states with in-phase dipoles are the lowest energy states, leading to J-aggregates
(Figure 4-2 (right)). Therefore in J-aggregates, the absorption spectrum is redshifted
compared to the individual molecules (monomers).
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H-aggregate Monomer J-aggregate
Figure 4-2: In a dimer of two-level molecules the geometrical arrangement and orien-
tation of the dipoles determines the energetics. Dipoles arranged side-by-side lead to
H-aggregates (left) while tail-to-head arrangement leads to J-aggregates (right).
J
Figure 4-3: Dipoles of many molecules in semi-head-to-tail geometry. Each molecule
is treated as a point dipole with nearest-neighbor interaction strength J.
Extending the dimer model to include many two-level molecules (Figure 4-3), or
sites, is straightforward and well-studied [173, 176, 177, 19]. For a J-aggregate, the
dipoles are arranged in a semi-head-to-tail fashion, leading to interactions lowering
the overall energy of the optically active states. The Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian for
such an arrangement is,
N
HO = En BIBn + Z VnBn Bn. (4.2)
n m,n
Bn, is the creation operator for an excitation at site n and Bn is the corresponding
annihilation operator with the restriction that the creation of multiple excitations on
a single site is not allowed [173]. The dipole-dipole interaction between the different
sites is Vmn = - 3, with nearest-neighbor interaction strength J. The next
two sections will describe the wavefunctions and dispersion properties of the Frenkel
exciton Hamiltonian for idealized and disordered aggregates.
4.1.2 Idealized Many-Site Model
The simplest many-site model is homogeneous and restricted to nearest-neighbor
interactions. With these constraints, the excitons are Fermions and the Hamiltonian
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(Equation 4.2) can be solved exactly [178, 176]. For the following section the molecular
transition energies are set to zero (eo = 0) and all energies are in reference to the
nearest-neighbor interaction strength J. The eigenfunctions (I k) = En #kn In) =
En #knB Ig)), energies (Ek), and oscillator strengths (Fk = (pAk) 2 = (En Okn) 2 ) are
) 2 7rkn
Nk) = sin In)
n
irk
Ek = 6o - 2Jcos N 1'
Fk= (1- ))2 2po" cot 2 1rk (4.3)Fk 2 ) N +1 N+ 1(43
The eigenfunctions in Equation 4.3 are sinusoidal (Figure 4-4(a)) and resemble those
from particle-in-a-box (see Table 4.1). The lowest energy state (S state) has zero
nodes, with the number of nodes increasing with increasing quantum number. In
addition, near the bottom of the exciton dispersion curve (Figure 4-4(b)), the dis-
persion follows E ~ k2 (for small k, cos k - k2 ), also like particle-in-a-box. The
physical intuition gained from these similarities is that the exciton, while delocalized
across many molecules, is in fact localized in the aggregate and is therefore subject
to quantum mechanical level repulsion and quantization. The level repulsion permits
a highly sensitive probe for the size of the box, or the coherent size of the aggregate:
the more localized the exciton, the larger the level splitting [179]. Expanding the
dispersion relation for small k and taking the difference in energy between the lowest
two states leads to
3Jir2
A= E 2 -E1 = .12 (4.4)(N + 1)2'
Table 4.1 lists the eigenfunctions, energies (for small k), and how the level split-
ting depends on the "box" size for both the idealized model and particle-in-a-box.
In order to compare directly the parameters governing the dispersion and localiza-
tion properties, the units must be the same. Multiplying N, the number of coupled
molecules in the aggregate, by the lattice constant a gives the physical length of
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Figure 4-4: Eigenfunction properties of idealized aggregate. (a) First three eigen-
functions. (b) Dispersion relationship, energy Ek vs. wavevector k. (c) Oscillator
strength vs. wavevector, demonstrating the concentration of oscillator strength in
the superradiant low-wavevector (and low-energy) state.
Table 4.1: Properties of Aggregates and Particle-in-a-box
Property Aggregate Particle-in-a-box
Eigenfunctions Ik) = sin ' In) 'fk (x) = sin(Lk)
Energy Ek x -2J + (N+1 2  Ek - 2$$
Size N = 7r - 1 L =r k2 a
the box. Comparing the equations for energy or for the size, we can see that the
quantity aJ 2 for the aggregate plays the role of ! for the particle-in-a-box. The
effective mass, m, is critical in determining excitonic properties in semiconductors,
e.g. diffusion rates and dispersion. Comparing to the dispersion of the aggregate,
the intermolecular coupling J plays a similar role. This intuitively makes sense as
well: for stronger coupling one would expect the exciton to transfer faster between
sites and exhibit faster and farther transport. This implies that possibilities for band
tuning and control in semiconductors can be applied to aggregates by engineering the
molecular geometry and orientation to tune the intermolecular interaction [180].
In the lowest energy eigenstate, |k = 1), all the dipoles are in phase. The oscilla-
tor strength for this state is F = 0.81Nyo, meaning that 81% of the aggregate's
oscillator strength is held in this state (Figure 4-4(c)). Also, the factor N, the total
number of coupled molecules, enhances the oscillator strength and optical properties
of this state compared to the monomer, leading to superradiance and enhanced non-
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linearities. States with an even quantum number, such as the P state (k = 2), have
identically zero oscillator strength because half of the dipoles oscillate exactly out of
phase with the other half. The next-highest dipole strength, for the D state (k = 3),
is 0.09Nymot.
-2 -1.95 -1.9
E/J
Figure 4-5: Absorption spectrum for idealized aggregate. The |k = 1) superradiant
state is at the band edge while the other states contribute to a high-energy tail.
While the idealized aggregate model has several limitations, it readily explains
many of the optical properties of J-aggregates. The optical absorption spectrum is
calculated using the oscillator strength and the density'of states,
A(E) = Ek |P I|2k(E - Ek) (Figure 4-5). The large redshift with respect to the
monomer, the asymmetric absorption spectrum with a high-energy tail, and reduced
lifetimes due to superradiance are all features of the idealized model. In addition,
polarized absorption and fluorescence would be expected from a linear structure be-
cause the aggregate strands would align in solution and both the absorption and
fluorescence result from the same superradiant S states aligned along the length of
the aggregate.
4.2 Disordered Aggregate Model
More advanced (and realistic) theories of Frenkel excitons may include additional
molecular excited states, exciton-exciton interactions, all dipolar couplings, various
models for inhomogeneity, and exciton-vibration coupling [41, 19, 42]. In this sec-
tion I numerically simulate the properties of linear J-aggregates including all dipolar
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couplings and describe how to include inhomogeneity and exciton-vibration (phonon)
coupling and discuss some of the effects of their inclusion. While the main effect of
including all dipolar couplings is to shift the band edge to -2.403J, the effects of
including disorder and dephasing are non-trivial and numerous. The inhomogeneity
is directly responsible for inhomogeneous dephasing. During a simulated experiment,
whether it is linear absorption or a two-dimensional photon echo, the static disorder
is kept constant for a single aggregate. Photon echo experiments can rephase the
inhomogeneity, giving a measure of how large the distribution of disorder is. The op-
tical response is then averaged over many different realizations of the static disorder,
i.e. ensemble averaging. Exciton-phonon coupling leads to homogeneous dephasing,
or dynamic disorder, and cannot be rephased. Exciton-phonon coupling further lo-
calizes the excitons as well, leading to a coherent exciton size that is smaller than
that imposed by static disorder [181, 182, 183, 184]. For the following simulations
I use linear chains of N = 200 sites with disorder -/J = 0.15 averaged over 10,000
realizations of the disorder.
4.2.1 Static Disorder
Inhomogeneity is generally included as a Gaussian distribution of molecular excitation
frequencies with a standard deviation o, while all other parameters are held constant.
For weakly-disordered J-aggregates -/J values are typically on the order of 0.1 - 0.3
[176, 185, 63]. This leads to excitons coherently delocalized across several to perhaps
several dozen molecules. Due to disorder, some exciton states exist below the bare
band edge (-2.403J); these excitons make up the Lifshitz tail and contain much of
the oscillator strength. Therefore, these excitons produce most of the optical response
of J-aggregates. Figure 4-6 displays several properties of a disordered aggregate for
a single realization of the disorder. In Figure 4-6(a) the lowest energy eigenfunctions
display properties similar to the idealized aggregate but localized to segments of
the aggregate of size Neoh instead of N. Within a single localization segment, level
repulsion occurs in the same manner as the idealized aggregate. Four eigenfunctions
are highlighted which make up two pairs of S and P states localized on different
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Figure 4-6: Disordered aggregate properties for a single realization of the disorder.
(a) Six lowest eigenfunctions. The two pairs of highlighted eigenfunctions (red circles)
exhibit a level structure similar to the homogeneous aggregate. (b) Exciton dispersion,
showing similar structure to idealized aggregate. Key difference is the tail below
E/J = -2. (c) Exciton oscillator strength. Oscillator strengths corresponding to
the circled states in (a) are highlighted. Large oscillator strengths correspond to the
S-like states while the low oscillator strengths correspond to the P-like states with
nodes in the wavefunctions
segments of the physical aggregate; each pair of levels is split by an energy determined
by the quantum confinement. The S-like states have almost all of the oscillator
strength since their wavefunctions are in phase across many molecules whereas the P-
like states have very small oscillator strengths (see highlighted oscillator strengths in
Figure 4-6(c)). The dispersion curve (Figure 4-6(b)) is relatively unchanged compared
to the idealized aggregate except for the shift of the band edge from -2J to -2.403
caused by the additional intermolecular interactions and the Lifshitz tail caused by
the disorder. As previously mentioned, the oscillator strength is mainly contained
in the S-like states and all of the large wavevector (and high energy) excitons have
essentially zero oscillator strength.
Calculation of the optical properties requires both the density of states, p(E) =
(Ek 6(E - Ek)), and the oscillator strength. These two quantities determine how
many states at a particular energy have a particular oscillator strength. Due to
the inhomogeneity analytical solutions are not possible and numerical averaging is
required. The linear absorption is a product of the average oscillator strength and
the density of states,
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(a) (b) (c)
A(E) = ( |pI|26(E - Ek)). (4.5)
k
Figure 4-7 displays the density of states (a), the oscillator strength (b), and the
absorption spectrum (c). The density of states has peaks at the bottom and top of
the exciton band because for small disorder the cosine dependence of the energy is
relatively accurate and there are more states at the bottom and top of the band.
As previously mentioned, the average oscillator strength peaks below the band edge
in the Lifshitz tail at the energy corresponding to the S-like states. The absorption
spectrum is peaked in the Lifshitz tail as well, with a Gaussian lineshape on the low
energy side and a high-energy tail similar to the idealized model.
Density of States Oscillator strength Absorption
I III
I III
I I
I I
I I
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Figure 4-7: Ensemble-averaged properties. (a) Density of states, peaked at the lower
band edge (E/J = -2.403) and upper band edge (E/J = 1.803). The Lifshitz
tail, caused by disorder, extends below the lower band edge. (b) Exciton oscillator
strength, concentrated in the Lifshitz tail. (c) Absorption spectrum, a product of the
density of states and oscillator strength.
The low-energy Gaussian lineshape results from the static disorder and has a
width u//Neo, where Neoh is the average number of coherently coupled molecules in
the localization segment. The reduction in width is caused by the delocalization of
the exciton across many molecules, allowing it to sample and effectively average over
the inhomogeneity in the transition energies [186, 176]. This is known as motional
narrowing narrowing and is a well-known phenomena in spin systems [187], exciton-
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polaritons [188], vibrations [189], and quantum dots [190] among others.
An additional effect caused by static disorder is Anderson localization [191, 192].
Excitons in a disordered environment are localized to segments and cannot hop be-
tween segments either coherently or incoherently, limiting exciton transport and dy-
namics and limiting the exciton to a single segment for the duration of its lifetime.
The reason is level repulsion: when levels overlap spatially they repel each other
in energy, requiring some event (phonon emission/absorption) to cause scattering.
Conversely, excitons with similar energy will have non-overlapping wavefunctions,
prohibiting hopping to one another without a scattering event to cause the change
in momentum and energy. The next section describes how to include exciton-phonon
coupling, enabling exciton transport and causing homogeneous broadening.
4.2.2 Exciton-Phonon Interactions
Theoretical modeling of transport and homogeneous dephasing requires inclusion of
interactions between excitons and an environment, typically a thermal bath of phonon
modes [173, 41, 193, 42]. Redfield theory is one class of theory that naturally incor-
porates the concepts of population transfer and dephasing and allows calculation of
temperature-dependent properties such as the Stokes shift, fluorescence lifetime, ab-
sorption linewidth, and relaxation dynamics in general [194, 195, 83, 196, 197, 19].
In J-aggregates, exciton-phonon coupling is weak, as evidenced by the very small
Stokes shift and lack of vibronic structure in either the absorption or fluorescence
spectrum. The delocalized nature of the excitons leads to exchange narrowing (sim-
ilar to motional narrowing), averaging over the dynamic fluctuations in site energies
and couplings [198], reducing the effects of exciton-phonon coupling. This validates
the use of a perturbative approach such as Redfield theory and leads to diagonal and
off-diagonal fluctuations but does not require rediagonalization of the exciton wave-
functions, i.e. no polaron effects [199]. The Hamiltonian including exciton-phonon
interactions is [200, 201, 202, 203, 204]
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H = HO + Hbath + 0)
N
Ho= nB BBn+ VnBtnBn
n m,n
Hbath = wqaaq
q
V =( Z ()BtBn (a + aq). (4.6)
n q
Ho is the Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian, Hbath is the Hamlitonian for the bare phonon
modes, and V 1) is the interaction potential containing a linear coupling term (only
interactions where a single phonon is absorbed or emitted are included). at and aq
are the boson raising and lowering operators for the phonon mode with momentum q,
and VqT is the coupling strength between phonon mode q and site n. The interaction
potential in the exciton basis rather than the site basis is
VM= (( V1 , |k')(k| (at + aq) (4.7)
k',k q
with
V, = V>3 k 'n pkn. (4.8)
The scattering (population transfer) rates between exciton states Ik') and Ik) and
initial phonon state i to the final state f can be calculated from Fermi's golden
rule. Alternatively using Redfield theory, when incorporating linear system-bath
coupling and using the secular approximation (no coupling between populations and
coherences), the population transfer rate calculations reduce to Fermi's golden rule
[83, 79].
Wk'k = 27r (pi (k f|V()Ik,i) 6)(Ek, - Ek + Qf - Qi). (4.9)
i f
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Linear exciton-phonon coupling combined with Fermi's golden rule means that when
excitons scatter the energy of the absorbed or emitted phonon must match the energy
difference between the exciton states. In Equation 4.9 the initial phonon density
matrix, pi, determines which phonons modes are occupied and therefore available for
scattering, the squared matrix element is the transition strength between the initial
and final states, and the delta function ensures energy conservation. Assuming a
stochastic bath ((Vn4q)) 0 and (V$qVq)*) = 6mn|Vg ) and inserting 1V(,'k) into
Equation 4.9 leads to,
Wk'k = 27r > f (9)| 2 ( [n(wq) + 1]6(Wkik - wq) + n(Wq) 6 (Wk'k - q)).
n q
(4.10)
Defining the one-phonon spectral density as
F(w) = 27r E |IV 1 26(W Wq) (4.11)
q
we can re-write Wk'k as
Wk'k o2 - 0 x F(|wkikt) x {l&Wkk) 1 k'k > 0 (4.12)
I n(-Wk) + 1 Wk'k < 0
with the boson occupation number n(w) = [exp(hw/kbT) - 1].
Equation 4.12 contains three components. The first component is purely excitonic
and is proportional to the wavefunction overlap between the initial and final excitons.
In the discussion of Anderson localization, excitons that did not overlap could not
undergo energy transfer, and the same concept holds in this case. However, states
with strong overlap, such as the S and P states, will undergo population transfer by
emitting or absorbing photons. In addition, the localized excitons in the Lifshitz tail
may transfer energy via a higher-wavevector, more delocalized state that overlaps
both excitons. The second component in Equation 4.12 is the spectral density, the
coupling-weighted density of states. The spectral density is essentially the product
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of the exciton-phonon coupling strength multiplied by the number of states for a
particular phonon, and determines which phonons are coupled to the exciton, how
many of the phonon modes there are, and how strong the coupling is. The final
component in Equation 4.12 is the boson occupation number which simply describes
how many phonons exist in a particular mode at a particular temperature. This is
the only explicitly temperature-dependent quantity and, coupled with the spectral
density, determines the temperature dependence of the exciton scattering rates.
The spectral density contains all the details of the phonon bath modes and many
models have been applied to J-aggregates and related photosynthetic light harvesting
complexes that include host vibrations, acoustic phonons, intramolecular vibrations,
and optic phonons[205, 19, 206, 193, 207]. In particular, Debye-type models with a
cutoff frequency we, where F(w) oc ( -) exp(-w/wc), have been used to simulate the
effect of low wavelength acoustic phonon coupling to excitons [200, 201, 202, 203, 204].
Exciton scattering causes population rearrangement and relaxation within the
band, contributing to homogeneous dephasing of the exciton. In general, the homo-
geneous dephasing rate is the sum of exciton scattering rates and the exciton lifetime,
I 7k = Ipk |2 po, where 1 o is the lifetime of the uncoupled monomer,
WYk = 1- +I k12Fo. (4.13)
k'(4k)
The dephasing rates are used to calculate linear and nonlinear optical spectra (see
Chapter 2). For example, the linear absorption spectrum can be calculated using
Equation 4.5 or the response function approach in Chapter 2 as
A(E) = (S 1 + (4.14)
k (E - Ek)2 _p -y2
The linear absorption spectra shown in Figure 4-8 include both static disorder and
homogeneous dephasing with F(w) = 20J (w/J) 3 . They increase in temperature from
left to right, showing the increasing effect of homogeneous dephasing. For a typical J-
aggregate, J ~ 600 cm- 1 , giving temperatures of 17, 130, and 215 K for the calculated
spectra.
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Figure 4-8: Absorption spectra for J-aggregate averaged over the ensemble, including
both static disorder and homogeneous dephasing (exciton-phonon coupling). Temper-
ature increases from left to right, demonstrating the effect of increasing homogeneous
dephasing.
4.3 Two-Exciton States
The previous sections dealt with single excitons within a J-aggregate. In principle
J-aggregates can support as many excitons as there are molecules, although the
material would certainly degrade before being fully occupied with excitons. However,
it is certainly possible to see two or three excitons per aggregate. Linear spectroscopy
only depends on the one-exciton manifold of states as the two-exciton-ground state
transition is dark, but nonlinear spectroscopy will have contributions from the higher
manifolds of excitons [193]. Third-order (x(3)) nonlinear spectroscopy in particular
is sensitive to the double-excited manifold, i.e. two-exciton states, via excited-state
absorption and two-quantum spectroscoy (see Chapter 2). The rest of this section
will focus on the two-exciton states as they are relevant states for X(3) spectroscopy.
There are N exciton states, one for each molecule, and N(N - 1)/2 two-exciton
states (for each excited molecule can have each of the others excited). Similar to
the one-exciton states, the properties of the two-exciton states can only be derived
analytically for the idealized linear chain. The Fermionic nature of the idealized exci-
tons means that the two-exciton wavefunctions are anti-symmeterized combinations
of one-exciton wavefunctions, giving the two-exciton energies and one- to two-exciton
transition dipole moments [208, 59],
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-2.2
IK = ki,k 2) = Z(#kink 2m - #kimdk2n)In, m). (4.15)
n<m
EK = Eki + Ek 2. (4.16)
pk,K = Imon 1 (0kn k 1m) X (Okn k2m - qk 1m k2n). (4.17)
n<m
The lowest energy two-exciton state is |K = 1, 2), or an SP-hybrid state. The transi-
tion between this state and the |k = 1) one-exciton state contains the majority of the
oscillator strength for the one- to two-exciton transitions [59]. Therefore, in nonlinear
spectroscopy, even for disordered non-ideal aggregates, it is possible to use the simple
idea of S and P states localized to segments of the aggregate to interpret the spectra.
The picture for excited-state absorption is a single exciton in the S state localized to
some segment of the aggregate, and an additional excitation populates the P state
localized on the same segment.
Two-exciton states are particularly sensitive to exciton-exciton interactions which
lead to effects such as bound biexcitons and exciton-exciton annihilation [104, 209,
210, 211]. Perturbations to the two-exciton states lead to energetic shifts and line-
shape changes similar to anharmonicity and coupling effects in vibrational systems
[212, 213, 99]. For example, two-quantum spectroscopy has been used to detect di-
rectly exciton-exciton scattering to determine the interaction strength [209, 70]; and
exciton-exciton annihilation has been modeled by coupling two-exciton states to high
energy molecular excited states, activating a nonradiative recombination pathway for
two excitons [210, 211, 214, 215].
4.4 Tubular J-aggregates
In Section 4.1.2 I alluded to the idea that band tuning for J-aggregates is possible
by tuning the intermolecular geometry and interaction. One example in recent years
has been using amphiphilic cyanine dyes to tune the morphology and the resulting
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excitonic structure [43, 44, 45, 216, 46, 47, 48, 217]. Figure 4-9(a) shows the molecular
structure for one such dye, C8S3. The only difference between BIC (Figure 4-1) and
C8S3 is one of the side chains. The hydrophilic side chain (red highlight) is the same
as BIC, however the hydrophobic carbon chain (grey highlight) is eight carbons long
in C8S3 rather than two.
(a) (b)
c1 c1
Na 6 nm
13 nm
Figure 4-9: (a) Molecular structure of amphiphilic C8S3 molecule with hydrophobic
(grey) and hydrophilic (red) side chains. (b) Pictorial model of tubular J-aggregate
structure and morphology.
In aqueous solution the hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions cause the C8S3
molecules to self-assemble into double-wall cylindrical nanotubes [47, 217]. Figure 4-
9(b) depicts the double wall structure with the hydrophobic carbon chains in between
the two walls, isolated from water molecules; the hydrophilic side chains are on the
outside of the outer wall and the inside of the inner wall, promoting favorable energetic
interactions and stabilizing the structure. Previous cryo-TEM studies found an inner
wall diameter of 6 nm and outer wall diamter of 13 nm with nanotube lengths on the
order of hundreds of nanometers [47, 217].
After self-assembly the typical signs of J-aggregation appear in the optical spec-
trum: a strong red shift, narrowing of the absorption lineshapes, and the disap-
pearance of the Stokes shift. In addition, the aggregate spectrum exhibits several
absorption peaks whereas the monomer has a single peak with a phonon sideband
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Figure 4-10: Optical spectra for C8S3 monomer (grey) and J-aggregate (red), show-
ing the red shift, line narrowing, and reduced Stokes shift upon aggregation for the
absorption spectra (solid lines) and fluorescence spectra (dashed lines).
at higher energy (see Figure 4-10). While cryo-TEM is useful for understanding
the prevalent morphology, the resolution is not high enough to determine the actual
molecular packing and geometry and therefore cannot give insight on the origin of
the new absorption peaks. Understanding the new excitonic structure requires a new
level of Frenkel exciton theory extended to multiple dimensions to account for the
three-dimensional structure of the nanotube. A combination of the extended Frenkel
exciton theory and optical spectroscopy has been highly successful in explaining many
of the properties of tubular J-aggregates [218, 219, 220, 217]. In the following sections
I give a brief overview of the theoretical foundations and some basic insights that help
explain many of the properties of the optical spectra.
The Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian is the same as before except that each site
(molecule) is now represented by a vector rather than a single point,
Ho = ( enBtBn + ( V(m - n)BmtBn, (4.18)
n m,n
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where V(m - n) is the dipole-dipole interaction potential and depends on the distance
and relative orientation between the two interacting molecules at positions m and n,
V(m - n) = A" * A" - 3 ("m rmn) (An rmn) (4.19)|rmn13  rmn15
Using Equation 4.18 the eigenfunctions, oscillator strength, and absorption spectrum
are found as previously,
1k) = k(n)Blg),
n
Fk = #((m)0*(n) ((pm - eXPn -e))
m,n
A(E) = Fk6(E - Ek). (4.20)
k
Here, (...) represents the average over the orientations of the nanotube molecules with
respect to the excitation field polarization vector e. The simplest microscopic model
treats each molecule as a point dipole. A two-dimensional grid of molecules is rolled
up into a cylinder, similar to carbon nanotubes. The intermolecular orientations and
distances as well as wrapping angle determine the excitonic properties (Figure 4-11).
The basis vectors a1 and a 2 and the wrapping vector c determine the geometry of the
cylinder.
In principle the molecules from different walls are coupled to one another. How-
ever, the large interwall-intermolecular distances compared to intrawall-intermolecular
distances greatly reduce the coupling strength [219]. Therefore, to a first approxima-
tion, the two walls can be treated as independent excitonic systems and the optical
response for the double-wall cylinder is simply the sum of the responses from the two
walls calculated independently.
In the homogeneous aggregate model for nanotubes (no disorder or dephasing),
previous studies found that for periodic boundary conditions each cylinder can be
separated into independent rings stacked on top of one another, each rotated with
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C i-+
Figure 4-11: Microscopic two-dimensional sheet geometry. The vectors ai and a 2
describe the relative positions of the molecules, z is the longitudinal axis of the tube,
and c is the wrapping vector along which the two-dimensional sheet is rolled to make
a nanotube.
respect to the nearest-neighbor by a helical angle set by the wrapping vector [218].
The Hamiltonian separates into independent one-dimensional contributions: a longi-
tudinal contribution of N1 rings (oriented along z in Figure 4-11) that gives the same
solutions as the one-dimensional chain; and a set of independent rings each with N2
molecules rotated with respect to one another due to the wrapping angle. Each ring
gives Bloch waves with wavefunctions - exp(i27rk 2n2 /N 2 ) (k 2 = 0, t1, ... , N2 /2).
The three-dimensional nature of the nanotube gives rise to three different exciton
bands that contribute to the wavevector K = (ki, k2 ): the longitudinal band, charac-
terized by the wavevector ki, and two degenerate perpendicular bands with wavevec-
tors +k 2 and -k 2 . After isotropic averaging only three K states contribute to the
optical spectra. The first is K = (ki = 0, k2 = 0), a fully superradiant state polarized
along the long axis of the tube (parallel to z). The polarization is due to the fact
that the molecular orientation rotates around the ring; the total contribution from
the dipoles in each ring exactly cancel out. However, the dipole contribution along
the length of the nanotube do not cancel out, similar to a one-dimensional exciton.
The second and third states are degenerate with K = (ki = 0, k2 = +1), polarized
perpendicular to z. For these states the dipole contribution around the ring adds
constructively while the contribution along the long axis cancel out, leading to per-
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pendicularly polarized excitons. Therefore, we expect four excitonic transitions for
double-wall nanotubes, two from each wall. The energies and exact polarization con-
ditions for each wall depends on the molecular geometry for that wall, which is not
necessarily the same.
The predictions above give a good foundation on which to interpret spectra of
nanotubular J-aggregates, however there are several factors that can cause significant
deviations. Discarding periodic boundary conditions and allowing for finite chain
length increases the number of states contributing to the optical properties [220].
This is similar to the difference between a ring-shaped aggregate with a single state
that has all the oscillator strength and the linear chain discussed in Section 4.1.2
where the oscillator strength is shared with higher energy states. Disorder also breaks
the cylindrical selection rules in addition to changing the energies of the excitons
[221]. This is because the excitons are localized by disorder and thus no longer
wrap completely around the rings or extend fully down the long axis of the tube,
giving incomplete cancelation of the perpendicular dipoles. Finally, recent studies
on C8S3 double-wall J-aggregate nanotubes have suggested that one molecule per
unit cell is insufficient to explain the optical properties. Two molecules per unit cell,
in combination with disorder and multiple cylinders, were used to explain fully the
exciton band structure in Figure 4-10 [217]. Chapter 6 of this thesis explores this
system in more detail.
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Chapter 5
Exciton Delocalization in
Superradiant Molecular Aggregate
Films
In this chapter I present results published by Arias et al., J. Phys. Chem. B 2012
[222]. Two-dimensional Fourier transform optical spectroscopy measurements of two
types of molecular J-aggregate thin films show that temperature-dependent dynam-
ical effects govern exciton delocalization at all temperatures, even in the presence of
significant inhomogeneity. Our results indicate that in the tested molecular aggre-
gates, even when the static structural disorder dominates exciton dephasing dynamics,
the extent of exciton delocalization may be limited by dynamical fluctuations, mainly
exciton-phonon coupling. Thus inhomogeneous dephasing may mediate the exciton
coherence time while dynamical fluctuations mediate the exciton coherence length.
5.1 Motivation and Background
Naturally occurring light harvesting complexes are nanoscale systems optimized for
light collection and energy transfer efficiency. Extensive study of these complexes has
been aimed at understanding the underlying physical phenomena, including excitonic
coherence and transport [5, 12, 223, 21, 20], that may be exploited for the develop-
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ment of new nano-photonic technologies. It has been of particular interest to fabricate
and characterize thin films of molecular aggregates [51], as they may enable many of
the features of light harvesting complexes to be adapted for selective applications
and they may be integrated into active optoelectronic structures [73, 52, 224]. Fab-
rication has recently been accomplished by forming thin films of J-aggregated polar
molecules, a class of molecular aggregates that are related to natural antenna com-
plexes and that are synthetically tractable [38, 41]. The optical responses of various
J-aggregate morphologies are well correlated to specific synthesis routes, providing a
method for tuning the excitonic properties of the aggregates for future applications
[48, 47, 46, 43]. In J-aggregates, the number of molecules over which an exciton is
delocalized mediates the linear and nonlinear optical responses such as absorption
and superradiance [225, 184] as well as coherent and incoherent exciton transport
[226, 227, 228, 229, 172, 230]. Several device architectures incorporating J-aggregate
films take advantage of the excitons' enhanced optical responses [56, 55, 231, 73, 36].
However, the relationships between exciton coherence and J-aggregate film morphol-
ogy, structure, and environmental effects are not well understood. There are multi-
ple mechanisms that limit exciton delocalization or coherence length Ncoh (given in
terms of the number of chromophores), including static disorder in the chromophore
positions, energies, and orientations, and dynamic fluctuations caused primarily by
exciton-phonon scattering [225, 184, 181, 201, 203]. At low temperature T, exciton-
phonon scattering should be infrequent and the delocalization could be limited to a
value Nje, due to static disorder, e.g. due to grain boundaries within the J-aggregated
thin film (Figure 5-1(a), left). At high T, exciton-phonon scattering will localize the
exciton further (Figure 5-1(a), right) to a dynamically limited length Nddie(T). In
spectroscopic measurements, static disorder manifests as inhomogeneous dephasing
and dynamic disorder as homogeneous dephasing, offering prospects for determination
of the amount and type of disorder present in a system if the two types of dephasing
can be distinguished.
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5.2 Nonlinear Spectroscopy Applied to J-aggregates
Homogeneous and inhomogeneous dephasing are convolved in the lineshapes obtained
in one-dimensional linear optical spectra. We used two-dimensional Fourier transform
optical (2D FTOPT) spectroscopy, which spreads spectral lines over two frequency
axes, to separate the contributions to dephasing and to assess their effects on exci-
ton delocalization. 2D FTOPT spectra were obtained for thin films of J-aggregating
cyanine dyes and recorded over a range of temperatures. From the 2D spectra we ex-
tracted energy-dependent exciton coherence lengths by comparing ground-state and
excited-state absorption frequencies whose difference depends on exciton size as dis-
cussed further below. While exciton coherence dynamics have been investigated using
2D FTOPT spectroscopy in various nanostructured materials including J-aggregates
[110, 106, 223, 21, 20, 232, 185, 68, 69], a systematic temperature-dependent study has
not been reported that correlates energy-dependent exciton delocalization directly to
both homogeneous and inhomogeneous dephasing.
In our 2D FTOPT measurements the first field, E1 , excites exciton coherences
and, after an "absorption" time delay Tabs, the second field, E 2 , generates a spatially
varying grating pattern of exciton population. After a waiting time delay equivalent
to the pump-probe delay time, the third field, E 3 , creates third-order coherences
between the exciton state and either the ground state or higher lying, doubly excited
states. After an "emission" time delay, remi, the associated polarizations radiate the
signal field, Esig, superposed in the phase-matched direction with the reference field,
ELO, spectrally dispersed, and measured interferometrically to yield the complex
signal. The (emission) frequency-resolved measurement is conducted as a function
of the absorption time delay with respect to which Fourier transformation gives the
2D FTOPT spectrum whose peaks reveal the absorption and emission coherence
frequencies.
With the time-ordering of femtosecond pulses illustrated in Figure 5-1(b), we
measure 2D rephasing or photon echo (PE) spectra whose linewidths along the anti-
diagonal and diagonal frequency directions respectively yield the homogeneous and
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Figure 5-1: (a) Schematic illustration of J-aggregate molecular brickwork structure
overlaid by pseudo-ID delocalized excitons (shaded in white). The dashed and solid
ovals represent the exciton delocalization size limits imposed by static inhomogeneiety
(T-independent Ndj1 ) and by dynamic fluctuations (Nd1 (T)), respectively. In this
illustration the exciton size Noh is limited by Ndei at low T and Ndd (T) at high
T. (b) Experimental geometry for 2D FTOPT spectroscopy of J-aggregate thin
films. (c) Bands of one-exciton and two-exciton states and pulse interaction sequence
for 2D FTOPT experiments, with the ground-state bleach (GSB) and excited-state
absorption (ESA) signals indicated. (d) Room temperature linear absorption (ABS)
and fluorescence (PL) for BIC and U3 J-aggregate thin films.
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inhomogeneous dephasing rates [233, 234]. With the time-ordering of fields E1 and
E 2 reversed, we measure 2D non-rephasing spectra. Adding the rephasing and non-
rephasing spectra, resulting in correlation spectra (CS), eliminates phase-twisted line-
shapes that appear in the 2D PE spectra due to mixing of absorptive and dispersive
contributions to the nonlinear signal. The resulting line shapes can be interpreted
as purely absorptive and dispersive signals [122]. The absorptive signal can be di-
rectly compared to a pump-probe spectrum where the frequency resolution of the
pump is given by Fourier transform relationships while femtosecond time resolution
is maintained. Like a pump-probe spectrum, a 2D CS can be used to obtain the exci-
ton coherence size, Neoh [63]. However a broadband spectrally resolved pump-probe
(SRPP) experiment will report only an averaged value because there is no selective
excitation within the inhomogeneous exciton absorption spectrum [177, 235]. For a
pump-probe experiment using narrowband pulses, it is possible to determine both
the absorption and emission frequencies, and therefore which excitons are excited.
However, narrowband pulses are inherently long in duration and if exciton relaxation
occurs during the pulse it is no longer clear that the probed exciton is the same as the
initially excited exciton. Using short pulses in 2D FTOPT spectroscopy circumvents
this limitation by frequency resolving the excitation energy through Fourier trans-
formation and resolving the emission via a spectrometer, resulting in both high time
and frequency resolution.
5.3 Experimental Details
The two J-aggregates studied were formed by cyanine dye molecules 1,1'-diethyl-3,3'-
bis(sulfopropyl)-5,5',6,6'-tetrachlorobenzimidacarbo-cyanine (CAS No. 28272-54-0)
and (3-[(2Z)-5-chloro-2-[((3E)-3-[5-chloro-3-(3-triethylammonium-sulfonatopropyl)-1,3-
benzothiazol-3-ium-2-yl]methylene]-1,3-benzothiazol-3(2H)-yl propane-1-sulfonate) (CAS
No. 202135-09-9), which we refer to as BIC and U3, respectively. Both aggregates
were deposited as thin film structures on sapphire substrates. BIC J-aggregates were
formed via a layer-by-layer dep-osition method and consisted of 4.5 alternating lay-
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ers, each 1.7 nm thick, of a cationic polymer and the anionic J-aggregating molecule
to form a 7.7 nm thick film[51]. U3 J-aggregates were prepared by spin-casting a
thin film at 2000 rpm from a 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol solution (2 mg/mL) onto the
substrate that had been cleaned as described previously [51, 55]. Atomic force mi-
crographs indicated that the U3 film was 20 nm thick, with an RMS roughness of
0.8 nm. Sample deposition and preparation were performed in nitrogen atmosphere.
Optical measurements were performed in a Janis ST100 cold-finger cryostat. For
2D FTOPT measurements on BIC J-aggregates, a Coherent Libra Ti:Sapphire am-
plifier pumped a non-collinear parametric amplifier with 100 fs, 40 pJ pulses at 10
kHz to give pulses tuned to the absorption maximum of 595 nm and compressed to
50 fs with a time-bandwidth product near 0.6 by a UV fused silica prism pair. A
KM Labs Ti:Sapphire oscillator with transform-limited 35 fs pulses at 92.5 MHz was
tuned to an emission wavelength of 785 nm for measurements of the U3 J-aggregate
film. In both experiments, the laser beam was focused to a 2D phase mask pat-
terned to give efficient first-order diffraction at the appropriate wavelength. The four
first-order diffracted beams composing the BOXCARS geometry were isolated and
directed into a diffraction-based pulse shaper consisting of a grating and cylindrical
lens that spectrally dispersed and focused the beams onto a 2D liquid crystal spa-
tial light modulator (Hamamatsu X8267 for U3 experiments, Hamamatsu X7550 for
BIC), giving full control of the spectral phase profile of each beam. This setup allowed
control of optical delays and phases while maintaining full phase stability among the
beams [136, 110, 106]. About 100 pJ/pulse was used during all experiments to min-
imize exciton-exciton annihilation effects. We used a procedure outlined by Siemens
et al [234] to extract dephasing rates from the diagonal and anti-diagonal lineshapes
of the 2D photon echo spectra.
The experimental procedures followed that of Turner et al. [136] Briefly, the
laser beam first entered a beam shaper consisting of a 1:1 telescope around a two-
dimensional binary phase mask pattern of 20 pm period. The four first-order diffrac-
tion spots were isolated and sent into a 4f-pulse shaper for diffraction-based pulse
shaping. The beams were spectrally dispersed by diffraction from a grating (typi-
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cally around 1000 lines/mm). The dispersed frequency components were focused by
a cylindrical lens onto a two-dimensional spatial light modulator (SLM). Each dis-
persed beam occupied a different horizontal stripe of the SLM, where independent
frequency-dependent phase patterns were applied to control the relative phases and
temporal delays of the pulses in the beams. The longest delay in the experiments
was 2.5 picoseconds, well within the capabilities of the pulse shaper. Control over the
phase of each spectral component in each dispersed beam was achieved by a sawtooth
diffraction pattern in the vertical dimension of the SLM. The amplitude and phase
of the first-order diffracted spot were controlled by the amplitude and spatial phase
of the diffraction pattern. The first-order diffraction spots for all the beams were re-
flected by a pick-off mirror in the Fourier plane, isolated spatially, and collimated by
the exit lens of the pulse shaper. The four beams were focused by a final 15 cm lens
onto the sample, and the signal and reference beams were collected by another 15 cm
lens and sent to a spectrometer. Due to the pixelated nature of the pulse shaping
SLMs, there is a decrease of light intensity as a pulse is delayed [236]. This leads to
a decrease in signal as a function of time delay, and thus to an apparent increase in
dephasing rate. However, the intensity roll-off is approximately exponential, allowing
a simple correction for determination of the experimental dephasing rates.
5.4 Theoretical Description
Excitons in J-aggregating cyanine dyes are well described by the Frenkel model for
interacting molecular excitations [181, 201, 203]. The molecules can be assumed to
be arranged in a one-dimensional chain, but it is straightforward to extend to higher
dimensions as in the case of cylindrical aggregates [220, 219, 237, 69].
5.4.1 Excitons in One Dimension
The analysis and interpretation of the experimental data in this chapter is carried
out using the formalism for one-dimensional Frenkel excitons. For one-dimensional
Frenkel excitons the Hamiltonian is
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H-c= BtBn + E J(m - n)Bt Bn. (5.1)
n m#n
The molecules are labeled by the index n while Bt creates an electronic excita-
tion on molecule n. The intermolecular coupling, J(m - n), is treated as dipole-
dipole mediated transfer, thus J(m - n) = . Static disorder is introduced
through a distribution of site energies, c, centered around the average site energy Eo.
Diagonalization of the disordered exciton Hamiltonian yields exciton wavefunctions
localized on sections of the aggregate. Dynamic disorder is typically introduced af-
ter diagonalization as exciton-phonon perturbations, leading to population relaxation
and dephasing. Additionally, there are several energetically separated manifolds of
states where each successive manifold consists of states with an additional excita-
tion present. When the disorder is small compared to the intermolecular coupling,
as in J-aggregates, the lowest energy states behave like those of a homogeneous ag-
gregate delocalized over a reduced area of the full aggregate [238, 183]; these states
resemble those of a particle confined in an infinite potential well. The lowest energy
exciton state typically exhibits a wavefunction with no nodes, an S state; all the
dipoles oscillate in phase, leading to superradiance [225]. The next highest energy
state delocalized over the same molecules often contains one node (a P state) [239].
For a particle in an infinite potential well the energy difference between the S and P
states reflects the size of the box. For a J-aggregate, this average energy difference,
A = Ep - Es, reflects the average delocalization size of the exciton. The domi-
nant optical transition from the one- to two-exciton manifold is typically from an S
one-exciton state to an (approximately) SP-hybrid two-exciton state with the energy
Ep + Es. Third-order nonlinear spectroscopic techniques are interpreted using these
lowest two manifolds of states, depicted in 5-1(c). Spectrally resolved measurements
are dominated by a ground state bleach at the energy Es corresponding to the ground
state to S transition and by a blue-shifted excited-state absorption feature at the S
to SP transition energy Ep. The difference in energy between these features is A.
The approximation that localized excitons retain properties similar to homoge-
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neous, fully delocalized excitons is applicable to both one and two-dimensional J-
aggregates [220]. Since we expect quasi-1D excitons in our system due to anisotropy
in the intermolecular coupling, we analyze our results using a 1D model, noting that
the trends we find would hold for either ID or 2D systems (see appendix for relation-
ships for a 2D square lattice model). The exciton energy in a homogeneous linear
J-aggregate restricted to nearest-neighbor coupling is Ek = Co - 2Jcos( 'k ), where
6o is the uncoupled excited-state energy, J is the coupling strength, N is the total
number of molecules in the aggregate, and the integer k is used to denote the (unit-
less) wavevector K = ;k . Taking the energy difference between the P state (k = 2)
and the S state (k = 1) and replacing the total number of molecules in the aggregate
N with the effective coherence length Ne,, leads to[63]
3J
Neoh(Eabs) = Tr E - 1. (5.2)
In a 2D correlation spectrum, the absorption frequency is fully resolved, allowing
us to deduce the delocalization length as a function of the S exciton absorption energy,
Eabs (5.2). A caveat is that the preceding interpretation of J-aggregate wavefunctions
in terms of S and P states only holds in the low-energy tail of the density of states
and that this picture does not hold for high-energy excitons.
The localization of the exciton wavefunction due to dynamical fluctuations and
inhomogeneity leads to uncertainty in the exciton wavevector, and thus to uncer-
tainty in the energy of the exciton. Expanding the homogeneous J-aggregate energy-
wavevector dispersion relation above for small wavevectors K leads to a parabolic dis-
persion relation E ~ o - 2J + JK 2 , similar to that of a quantum-mechanical particle
in a box. The uncertainty in wavevector, SK, caused by localization gives rise to un-
certainty in energy 6E ~ 2JK(6K) + J(6K) 2 [203]. The exciton wavevector depends
on the exciton coherence length, Neoh. The uncertainty in the exciton wavevector
depends on exciton-phonon scattering and thus on the delocalization length given by
dynamic disorder, Nd. There are two temperature regimes of interest, illustrated in
5-1(a). At low temperatures, associated with infrequent dynamic scattering events,
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static disorder dominates and the exciton momentum is a good quantum number
such that K >> 6K. In this case Nil plays no role since it is much longer than the
temperature-independent delocalization length controlled by static disorder, Ndci, i.e.
Ncoh = Ndci. At higher temperatures, dynamic exciton scattering events lead to local-
ization within a smaller size, i.e. Neoh = Ni < N In the high-temperature limit,
the exciton momentum is no longer a good quantum number because the fluctuations
in K within any region are large, i.e., 6K ~ K, and 6E ~ IJI/(Noh)2 . Identifying the
high-T energy uncertainty with the homogeneous linewidth of the exciton absorption
spectrum, 7Mom, leads to
Nj Low T
Ncoh = dH (5.3)
N o (X High T
In the model, the exciton coherence length increases as the temperature is reduced
until the static delocalization length is reached, at which point Neoh becomes T-
independent.
5.4.2 Excitons in Two Dimensions
The Frenkel exciton analysis carried out in the previous section for one dimension is
easily extended to two dimensions. In the case of a rectangular lattice where each
molecule lies on a grid of evenly spaced points in both dimensions with isotropic
intermolecular coupling, the Hamiltonian is separable into two one-dimensional con-
tributions, each identical to the one-dimensional Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian. This
Hamiltonian becomes immediately solvable, with the wavefunctions
Ikk\V~ wrin irk2 m
ki, k2) c Esin k, sin rIn, m) (5.4)
n,m
with corresponding energies
7rki c rk2
Ekk2 -- WO - 2 J cos + + Cos .+1 (5.5)
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Near the bottom of the band (small wavevector), we can make a Taylor expansion
of the energies, giving
Ek1 k2 = wo - 4J + (L 2 (k2 + k ). (5.6)(L + 1)21 )
The lowest energy state is the superradiant state with energy Ell, while the lowest
energy two-exciton state is the state with energy E 1 2 or E 21 . The energy difference
between these states, A, is determined in the 2D FTOPT experiments.
3ir2 J
A = .7 2 (5.7)(L + 1)2
However, in the case of a 2D lattice, the number of molecules, Neoh, participating
in the coherence now scales with L2 and is proportional to an area. Thus, we write
Ncoh oc j - 1)2 . (5.8)
To relate Neoh in 2D to the dynamic dephasing we follow the same logic as before.
Using K 2 = k + k2 we rewrite 5.6 as
EK = wo - 4J + K (5.9)(L + 1)2
Allowing uncertainty in the momentum, K -+ K + 6K, gives JE ~ J(2K(JK) +
(6K) 2 ), as in the ID case. Equating SE with 'Yhom and taking the high T limit where
localization is governed by dynamic disorder results in N oc .
5.5 Exciton Coherence Lengths and Dephasing
The thin film samples exhibited strong red-shifted and narrowed linear absorption
spectra compared to the isolated dye molecules, archetypal signs of J-aggregation
(Figure 5-1(d)). Representative 2D CS for BIC and U3 J-aggregate films at 9 K, 100
K and 250 with zero waiting time are shown in Figure 5-2.
The spectra for BIC (top) and U3 (bottom) show similar features, with no spectra
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Figure 5-2: 2D CS for BIC (top row) and U3 (bottom row) J-aggregate thin films
for several temperatures. Each panel presents a 2D CS with the ESA and GSB
maxima as a function of energy shown and, based on the differences between them,
Nch(Eas,) indicated by the blue traces in the panels on the right. The heavy dashed
lines indicate an exciton energy in the range used to determine the average value of
Neoh at each T. The emission spectrum for this absorption energy is shown in the
lower panel (black dashed line). Also shown are the signal projections to the emission
energy axis (blue lines in lower panels) and the projection of the signal magnitude
onto the absorption energy axis (black lines, right panels).
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showing significant changes within the first few hundred femtoseconds of waiting time
except for an overall lowering of the signal strength. The spectra blue-shifted and
narrowed as temperature was decreased, similar to the temperature-dependent trends
of other J-aggregates [203]. Each 2D correlation spectrum exhibits positive (red con-
tours) and negative (blue contours) features resulting from excited-state absorption
and ground-state bleach, respectively. Solid black lines on the 2D CS show the points
of minimum and maximum signal used to determine the energy offset, A, from which
the coherence length is calculated. The ID model yielded nearest-neighbor inter-
molecular coupling constants of 153 meV for BIC and 212 meV for U3, estimated
from the shift of the J-aggregate absorption compared to the monomer [176]. Spec-
trally resolved pump-probe (SRPP) spectra in Figure 5-2 (lower panels, blue lines)
are given by the projection of the 2D CS onto the emission energy axis. However, at
low T, the SRPP do not reflect the narrow low-temperature homogeneous linewidths.
Instead, the peaks are broadened by the inhomogeneity of the films, thereby increas-
ing the apparent separation between the bleach and excited-state absorption features
and leading to an artificially decreased value for the exciton coherence length. Cuts
of the 2D CS spectra at specific absorption energies (black dotted lines in Figure 5-2)
demonstrate the narrow linewidths for a single exciton energy. As the temperature
increases and the total lineshape becomes more homogeneous, the spectral features
of excitons at different energies broaden until there is almost no difference between
their linewidths and those of the SRPP spectra.
Using 5.2 for the ID model we extracted the coherence lengths and then averaged
around the red edge of the absorption peak to find a coherence length representative
of the average exciton. The coherence length temperature-dependencies from 9 K to
250 K for both J-aggregate films are shown in Figure 5-3. Contrary to the expec-
tation of the model described above, we found that the coherence length decreases
monotonically over the entire temperature range.
Temperature-dependent 2D PE spectra (Figure 5-4) of both U3 and BIC J-
aggregates demonstrate the changing relative contributions of inhomogeneous and
homogeneous broadening to the spectral line shapes. Using a fitting procedure [234]
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Figure 5-3: 1D model exciton coherence length as a function of temperature. The
coherence length decreases monotonically for all T.
we extracted the two dephasing rates for all temperatures.
Figure 5-5 shows that for both J-aggregates, the inhomogeneous contributions
are significantly larger than the homogeneous contributions at low T, while the rates
become more comparable at higher T. The homogeneous linewidths for both U3 and
BIC scale linearly with temperature (Figure 5-5 (bottom)), which would be expected
from dephasing through single-phonon interactions with a sub-linear spectral density
[202, 240]. Even though the inhomogeneous broadening a is greater than the homo-
geneous broadening -y for most temperatures, Neoh tracks the homogeneous dephasing
rate across all temperatures.
Fitting Ncoh versus J/y reveals that localization is controlled by dynamic scat-
tering as described by 5.3 even down to temperatures as low as 9 K (Figure 5-6).
According to 5.3, it is clear that as T is reduced the data show no transition from
dynamic to static disorder-controlled delocalization length, as would be evidenced by
a change in slope from -0.5 to 0 at low T where Neoh would become T-independent.
The 2D correlation spectra shown in Figure 5-2 and collected at other temperatures,
which clearly show that the difference between ESA and GSB transition energies con-
tinues to decrease with T even at the lowest temperatures, already make it clear that
Ncoh never reaches a T-independent value limited by inhomogeneity.
It is expected that the brickwork lattice has properties somewhere between the
fully 1D and 2D cases due to anisotropic intermolecular coupling. The results shown
in Figure 5-6 suggest primarily ID exciton delocalization, but even a relatively small
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Figure 5-4: 2D PE spectra for BIC (top row) and U3 (bottom row) J-aggregates. The
elongation along the diagonal indicate a large inhomogeneous dephasing rate, o-. The
narrow anti-diagonal indicates a comparatively small homogeneous dephasing rate,
-y. As the temperature increases from 9 K (left column) to 250 K (right column) the
homogeneous dephasing rate increases, as evidenced by the increasing anti-diagonal
linewidth.
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Figure 5-5: Homogeneous linewidth temperature-dependence for BIC and U3 J-
aggregates. (Top) Ratio of homogeneous linewidth (-y) to inhomogeneous linewidth
(o-). (Bottom) Homogeneous linewidth versus T.
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Figure 5-6: Log-log plot of coherence length versus homogeneous line width for BIC
and U3 J-aggregates. The data throughout their ranges are fit well by the high
temperature expression in 5.3, implying that dynamic disorder controls localization
to temperatures as low as 9 K.
amount of interaction in a second dimension could significantly circumvent localiza-
tion due to static inhomogeneity that is characteristic of purely 1D behavior [184].
Thus 2D electronic interactions may play a role in the absence of static disorder-
induced exciton localization even at the lowest temperatures.
5.6 Conclusions
In summary, we measured and compared homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths
and coherence lengths for two different nanostructured J-aggregate thin films using
the unique capabilities of 2D FTOPT spectroscopy. We found that dynamic disorder
dictates the coherent size of the excitons at all temperatures measured, down to 9
K, even in the presence of inhomogeneous dephasing that is an order of magnitude
faster than the homogeneous dephasing. Thus dynamic disorder may control the
exciton coherence length while static disorder controls the exciton coherence time.
This is in contrast to previous reports that found a crossover temperature of ~ 40 K
[225, 203] below which static disorder limited the exciton coherence size. Our results
suggest that if synthetic systems such as J-aggregate films with selected morpholo-
gies can be engineered with controlled exciton-phonon coupling and dimensionality
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(i.e. anisotropy) of intermolecular electronic interactions, then the exciton coherence
lengths may be increased accordingly, even in the presence of inhomogeneity.
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Chapter 6
Morphology and Excitonics in
Supramolecular Nanotubes
Highly efficient photosynthetic light harvesting antennae are ubiquitous in nature.
The morphology of these pigment-protein complexes often consists of a repeated
supramolecular building block whose structure determines how energy is sequestered
and transported in the form of excitons. However, identification, isolation, and char-
acterization of the building block remains a challenge due to the complexity of the
natural environment. This chapter elucidates the correlation between morphology
and excitonics for the supramolecular building block of artificial self-assembling nan-
otubes (NTs) in two hierarchical structures. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
determined that the morphological transformation from double-wall NTs to bundles
of NTs maintains the structure of the inner wall NTs, which become the repeat unit
in the bundles. Linear and nonlinear spectroscopy further corroborate this conclusion
by showing that the excitonic spatial orientations and correlations for the building
block are relatively unperturbed by the morphological change. In addition, a micro-
scopic model for the NT building block only requires very minor changes to reproduce
the linear optical spectral changes. This insight into the relationship between mor-
phology and excitonics is critical to future design of artificial light harvesting devices
based on self-assembling nanotube systems.
The work presented in this chapter is the result of a collaboration between several
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research groups. The electron microscopy was performed at Brandeis University by
Xiaofeng Fu and D6rthe Eisele; the linear dichroism and nonlinear spectroscopy data
was taken by myself and Colby Steiner at MIT; the oxidation chemistry results were
obtained by D6rthe Eisele at MIT; and the theoretical modeling was performed by
Eric Bloemsma in the Knoester group at the University of Groningen in the Nether-
lands.
6.1 Introduction
Natural light harvesting complexes have been studied as models for light harvesting
applications due to their high efficiency in transporting solar energy in the form of
excitons from absorbing antennae to reaction centers [19, 23, 20, 5, 21, 241, 31, 30,
242, 223, 13, 12, 243, 244]. The antennae and energy transportation architecture
can be organized into a series of networked hierarchies [16]. At the lowest and most
fundamental level are individual absorbing molecules. These chromophores are often
coupled to form a supramolecular antenna complex, containing from several chro-
mophores in, e.g. the Fenna-Matthews-Olson antenna complex [17], to hundreds of
thousands of chromophores as in the chlorosomes of green sulfur bacteria [18]. The
antenna complexes are further packed into networked arrays and connected to reac-
tion centers where charge separation may occur. Each level in the hierarchy depends
critically on the geometry and structure of the subunits as well as the environmental
conditions, all of which determine the inter-subunit interactions and energy transfer
(exciton transport) properties.
A large effort has been devoted to developing artificial light harvesting systems
related to the natural complexes but reduced in complexity to allow clear elucida-
tion of the relationships between the geometrical structure, the morphology, and the
electronic (excitonic) band structure [40, 9, 14, 245, 217]. In particular, many stud-
ies have focused on different morphologies of self-assembling J-aggregates based on
amphiphilic cyanine dyes [43, 44, 45, 47, 48, 40, 217]. Varying the molecular struc-
ture of the dye, the preparation conditions, and the environmental conditions lend
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Figure 6-1: Diagram showing the structure of C8S3 nanotubes (left) composed of
amphiphilic cyanine dye molecules (middle). The linear optical properties (right)
show typical signs of J-aggregation, e.g. red-shifted and narrowed absorption (solid
red curve) and no Stokes shift in fluorescence (dashed red curve).
a great degree of control over the aggregation process and the eventual morphology,
typically imaged via cryogenic TEM (cryo-TEM) [43, 44, 45, 246]. In addition, op-
tical spectroscopy experiments [247, 237, 248, 68, 67, 70] and microscopic modeling
[218, 219, 220, 249, 221] have provided great insight into the microscopic structures
of the dye aggregates and the nature of the excitons.
Here we study J-aggregates formed from 3,3'-bis(2-sulfopropyl)-5,5',6,6'-tetrachloro-
1,1 '-dioctylbenzimidacarbocyaninel8 (C8S3) molecules. Our preparation method leads
to double-wall nanotubes (NTs) (Figure 6-1) [250, 48, 217]. A qualitative structural
model for the nanotubular aggregates is shown in Figure 6-1 (left), composed of the
cyanine dye molecules C8S3 (middle). Hydrophobic carbon chains (light grey) and
hydrophilic sulfate groups (red) drive self-assembly of a double-wall NT morphology.
The transition dipoles oriented along the molecules' conjugated backbone (dark grey)
arrange head-to-tail, leading to spectral signatures of J-aggregation: red-shift and
line narrowing. However, unlike the J-aggregates studied in Chapter 5, here we see
the appearance of multiple exciton bands. In the following sections I describe cryo-
TEM experiments used to study the morphology of the double-wall NTs as well as
higher-order structures composed of many NTs. A combination of linear and non-
linear spectroscopy, in conjunction with the cryo-TEM results, gives insight into the
nature of the morphological and excitonic changes between the double-wall NTs and
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the higher-order structures. Finally, a microscopic model for the NTs is able to qual-
itatively explain the excitonic changes by incorporating slight perturbations to the
NTs to account for the morphological rearrangement.
6.2 Electron Microscopy and Linear Spectroscopy
We used cryo-TEM to study the morphology of the different NTs. Electron tomog-
raphy (ET) cryo-TEM gave further insight to the three-dimensional structure of the
higher-order morphology. We directly correlated each morphology with a specific
absorption spectrum to study the optical properties of the two morphologies inde-
pendently.
6.2.1 TEM of Supramolecular Nanotubes
Cryo-TEM for double-wall NTs (Figure 6-2(a)) matches previous results [48] with
inner wall diameters of 6 nm, outer wall diameters of 13 nm, and interwall sepa-
ration of 3-4 nm consistent with the lengths of the C8S3 carbon side chains. The
bundled morphology (Figure 6-2(b)) is more disordered than the isolated NTs in that
there are differences between bundles. Anywhere from 6-12 nanotubes make up a
bundle, and some bundles are twisted (at different twisting angles) or exhibit cur-
vature along the length of the bundles. Cryo-TEM is insufficient to determine the
three-dimensional structure of the bundles because it is a two-dimensional projection
technique. However, a series of cryo-TEM images taken at different angles between
the electron beam and the sample plane allows reconstruction of the 3D structure;
this procedure is known as electron tomography (ET). Figure 6-2(c) shows the recon-
structed ET cryo-TEM image of bundled nanotubes, showing a straight and twisted
morphology (left and right, respectively). Figure 6-2(d) shows a slice taken from the
ET cryo-TEM showing the end-on perspective. The resolution is not high enough
to resolve individual walls, but the average center-to-center distance of 9 ± 1 nm is
not consistent with bundles of 13 nm double-wall NTs. However, the center-to-center
distance is consistent with solely inner walls packed together. A qualitative schematic
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illustration of this morphology is shown in (e). The carbon side chains on each C8S3
(light gray) effectively separate the conjugated backbone of the chromophores by 3-4
nm.
An outer wall layer (not pictured) is still required to protect the outermost NTs'
carbon side chains from the surrounding aqueous solution. However, due to the in-
homogeneity between bundles, it is clear that the outer wall layer will be highly
inhomogeneous as well. This would break up the intermolecular interactions driving
the coherent optical response, including the large red-shift and line narrowing. There-
fore, we expect the outer wall contribution to the optical properties to be a broad, low
intensity, higher energy feature that does not necessarily resemble a typical J-band
because of the high degree of disorder.
Double-wall NTs give the isotropic absorption spectrum in Figure 6-2(f) in red,
with five labeled exciton bands. Peaks (1) and (2) were previously assigned to the
inner and outer wall, respectively, while peaks (3)-(5) have significant contributions
from the inner wall and possibly from the outer wall as well [217]. The bundled NT
optical spectrum (Figure 6-2(f), blue) consists of two peaks (I) and (II). Peak (I)
is red-shifted compared to (1) in double-wall NTs, and (II) is slightly blue-shifted
compared to (3) of the double-wall NTs. Because each morphology gives rise to a
distinct absorption spectrum, we can use the optical properties as sensitive probes
of not only the presence of each morphology but also the excitonic band structure of
each morphology.
6.2.2 Polarized Linear Spectroscopy
We investigated the excitonic band structure in more detail using linear dichroism
spectroscopy. Due to the small diameter and large length (hundreds of nm) of the
NTs, when a solution containing the NTs flows through a narrow cuvette (0.05 -
0.20mm) the NTs align with the long axis pointed along the direction of flow [250].
Polarized light will preferentially absorb either parallel (H) or perpendicular (V) to
the the flow axis, according to the excitonic selection rules (see Chapter 4). Ideal NTs
have perfect dipolar alignment either parallel or perpendicular to the longitudinal axis.
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Figure 6-2: (a) Double-wall LHNs cryo-TEM. (b) Bundled NTs cryo-TEM. Several
different structures exist with different twisting angles and curve angles. (c) ET cryo-
TEM allows reconstruction of structure for straight (left) and twisted (right) bundles.
(d) Slice taken from ET for average twisted NT. (e) Qualitative schematic of bundled
morphology, with inner wall providing the building block for bundle. The surrounding
outer wall layer is not pictured. (f) Isotropic linear absorption spectra for double-wall
NTs (red) and bundled NTs (blue).
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Figure 6-3: Linear dichroism for double-wall NTs (left) and bundled NTs (right).
Top panels show absorption polarized parallel (H) and perpendicular (V) to the flow
direction while bottom panels show the reduced linear dichroism (Equation 6.1) and
isotropic linear absorption.
However, due to disorder these optical selection rules are relaxed [221]. In addition,
there is no guarantee experimentally that the longitudinal NT axis is pointed exactly
along the flow direction. The degree of orientation is given by the reduced linear
dichroism, LDr, defined as the difference between the H-polarized absorption AH and
the V-polarized absorption AV divided by their sum,
LD, = AH - AV
AH+AV(
According to Equation 6.1, LDr is +1 when the transition is perfectly aligned along
the flow direction, -1 when exactly perpendicular to the flow direction, and 0 when
the transition is either isotropic or polarized at 45 degrees with respect to the flow
direction.
Even with disorder and imperfect NT alignment, the exciton transitions are still
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highly aligned along the flow direction (Figure 6-3). Peaks (1) and (2) of the double-
wall NTs, previously assigned to the inner and outer walls, respectively, are both
oriented parallel to the long axis of the NT. In the vicinity of peak (3), which has a
strong contribution from the inner wall, the LD, experiences a dip only to recover
at lower wavelength. This could indicate that peak (3) is somewhat perpendicularly
polarized but the LD, is affected by the surrounding peaks in this region. Peak (3)
could then be the perpendicular peak predicted by the theory in Chapter 4 for the
inner wall.
The bundled NT LD, exhibits a highly polarized peak (I), similar to (1) of isolated
tubes. Peak (II) is clearly polarized perpendicular to nanotube axis, following the
theory laid out in Chapter 4 with parallel and perpendicular peaks. Considering peaks
(1) and (3) from the inner wall in double-wall NTs and comparing to the bundled
NTs peaks (I) and (II) there is a similarity in terms of relative absorption amplitudes
and relative peak positions. This suggests that the bundled NTs spectrum is derived
predominantly from single-walled NTs, specifically the inner wall from the double-wall
NTs. This corroborates the analysis of interwall distances from the ET cryo-TEM
data.
However, linear dichroism spectroscopy does not provide direct insight about the
relationships between different excitons. For example, there is no definitive evidence
that exciton (3) in the double-wall NTs is from the inner or outer wall. However,
two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy experiments will be able to correlate directly
exciton (3) with either excitons (1) or (2), whose supramolecular origins were pre-
viously assigned. Therefore, these experiments will determine the supramolecular
origin of exciton (3).
6.3 2D Spectroscopy of Nanotubes
Two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2D ES) has been used to elucidate inter-
actions and dynamics in both natural light harvesting complexes [20, 21, 30, 223,
242, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 244, 243, 257] and J-aggregate complexes similar
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Figure 6-4: (a) Co-linear (HHHH) excitation and detection scheme. Excitation and
detection pulses (green) are H polarized. (b) Cross-linear (HHVV) excitation and
detection scheme. Excitation pulses are V polarized while detection pulses are H
polarized.
to those studied here [185, 248, 66, 65, 64, 68, 67, 69, 70, 222]. In this section, 2D
ES experiments report directly and straightforwardly on the excitonic coupling and
coherence in both NT morphologies, and on a solution containing both species. The
linear dichroism results discussed in the previous section revealed important polar-
ization selection rules, allowing discrimination between different excitons and their
interactions. In addition to the selection rules, NT alignment in a flowing solution
offers a significant advantage over typical polarization-controlled 2D ES experiments
[258, 119, 244]. Isotropic averaging, as is the case in most sample solutions, obfuscates
2D ES signals, requiring complicated polarization schemes for the excitation pulses
to extract relevant information. In our aligned samples, simple and straightforward
H and V polarizations for the excitation pulses offered an intuitive method to reveal
the excitonic couplings of interest.
Two polarization schemes were used. Co-linear excitation (HHHH, Figure 6-4(a))
focuses on H-polarized excitons and reveals excitonic coherence between excitons (1)
and (2) in the double-wall NTs, i.e. the interwall coupling. However, co-linear exci-
tation does not report on the coupling strength to peak (3) because it is V polarized.
Similarly in the bundled NTs, HHHH does not report on the coupling between exci-
tons (I) and (II) as they are perpendicularly polarized with respect to one another.
A cross-linear excitation scheme HHVV (Figure 6-4(b)) directly reveals coherences
between perpendicular excitons because a V polarized exciton is initially excited and
an H polarized exciton is probed. HHVV 2D ES experiments report on the coupling
strength between excitons (I) and (II) in the bundled NTs and between exciton (3)
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Figure 6-5: Energy level diagram (upper left), Feynman diagrams (excluding ground
state bleach) (a)-(d), and schematic illustration of expected HHHH 2D ES photon
echo signal for double-wall nanotubes (lower left). Each peak in the 2D ES experi-
ment contains signals from the corresponding Feynman pathways due to stimulated
emission and excited-state absorption.
and either (1) or (2) in the double-wall NTs.
The contributing photon echo signals to the different polarization experiments
are more clearly enumerated in Figures 6-5, 6-6, and 6-7. The nonrephasing con-
tributions show similar features and are not displayed. The 2D ES photon echo
Feynman diagrams for the double-wall HHHH experiment (Figure 6-5) contribute to
four expected peaks, two along the diagonal and two cross peaks indicating exci-
tonic coupling. Each peak has two contributions, a stimulated emission (and ground
state bleach, Feynman diagrams not shown) and excited-state absorption at slightly
blue-shifted detection energy, due to the blue-shifting of the double-excited states in
J-aggregates [259, 260, 261]. Exciton (3) does not contribute to this spectrum because
its contribution is negligible for H excitation and detection polarization conditions.
The Feynman diagrams and expected signals for the double-wall HHVV 2D ES
experiment are shown in Figure 6-6, assuming that exciton (3) is coupled to both
excitons (1) and (2). Exciton (3) does contribute to this set of signals, leading to
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Figure 6-6: Energy level diagram (left), additional Feynman diagrams (excluding
ground state bleach) (a) and (b), and schematic illustration of expected HHVV 2D
ES photon echo signal (bottom). Illustrated are the four previous peaks (blue), and
two new peaks (red) that are highly sensitive to exciton coupling between exciton (3)
and excitons (1) and (2).
four additional pathways in addition to the eight illustrated in Figure 6-5. The other
pathways associated with exciton (3), e.g. its diagonal peak, are excluded because
of the polarization conditions discriminating against detecting emission from exciton
(3). The new pathways are highly sensitive to exciton coupling between excitons (1)
and (2) and exciton (3), and are enhanced with this polarization scheme compared
to VVVV.
Figure 6-8 displays the polarization-controlled 2D ES results (magnitude, top, and
real part, bottom) for HHHH and HHVV excitation conditions, with the excitation
wavelength along the horizontal axis and detection wavelength along the vertical axis.
Each spectrum is constructed from the addition of the photon echo and nonrephasing
signals, giving signals with purely absorptive and dispersive real and imaginary com-
ponents, respectively [122]. Additionally, the relevant linear absorption spectrum (H
or V polarized) is displayed, depending on the excitation and detection polarizations.
HHHH for double-wall LHNs is displayed in the left-hand column. Similar to the H
polarized linear dichroism, peaks (1) and (2) are the dominant contributors to the
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Figure 6-7: Energy level diagram (upper left), additional Feynman diagrams (exclud-
ing ground state bleach) (a) and (b), and schematic illustration of expected HHVV
2D ES photon echo signal (lower left). Illustrated are the four previous peaks (blue),
and two new peaks (red) that are highly sensitive to exciton coupling between exciton
(3) and excitons (1) and (2).
optical properties. In the magnitude spectrum there are three clear peaks: two diago-
nal peaks for (1) and (2) and a small cross peak between (1) and (2). The small cross
peak signifies weak interwall coupling, which is consistent with the large interwall
distances of 3-4 nm. In the real part, ground state bleach and stimulated emission
(SE) are evident in both diagonal peaks with negative amplitude, interfering with
excited-state absorption (ESA), which has a positive amplitude. The ESA peaks are
blue-shifted with respect to the SE peaks, consistent with other J-aggregate nonlinear
spectra [259, 260, 261]. The ESA and SE contributions lead to destructive interfer-
ence at the location of the second expected cross peak, causing it to have significantly
reduced intensity compared to the first cross peak.
The HHVV 2D ES result for double-wall NTs (middle column) shows similar diag-
onal features as HHHH. While excitons (1) and (2) are strongly H polarized, their rel-
ative V-polarized absorption is similar to exciton (3). Exciton (3) does not contribute
a diagonal peak because the detection conditions are still for H polarized transitions,
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Figure 6-8: 2D ES of nanotubular aggregates with magnitude (top) and real parts
(bottom). Left column shows HHHH spectrum of double-wall NTs, with the corre-
sponding H polarized absorption spectra for excitation and detection. The middle
column shows the HHVV spectrum for double-wall NTs, with the corresponding V
polarized absorption for excitation. The appearance of a strong cross peak indicates
excitonic coherence. The right column shows the HHVV spectrum for bundled NTs,
which shows a remarkable similarity to the structure of the spectrum for peaks (1)
and (3) from the double-wall NTs.
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discriminating against emission from exciton (3). A new intense cross peak between
excitons (1) and (3) demonstrates that those excitons are indeed strongly coupled
and part of a single excitonic system. This is strongly indicative that those excitons
emanate from the same molecules composing the inner wall of the double-wall NTs.
In the real part of the HHVV spectrum, the (1)-(3) cross peak exhibits both SE
and ESA, indicating a shared double-excited state for excitons (1) and (3). This
double-excited state indicates the presence of a correlation when excitons (1) and (3)
are simultaneously excited.
Analysis of the HHVV spectrum for excitons (I) and (II) in the bundled NTs
follows a similar logic as for excitons (1) and (3) in the double-wall NTs. Exciton (I)
exhibits a diagonal peak because it still has a small V polarized contribution. The
cross peak between (I) and (II) is very strong, indicating strong excitonic coherence
and that excitons (I) and (II) originate from the same molecules.
The magnitude and real parts of the HHVV spectra for double-wall and bundled
NTs show remarkable similarity, especially when considering that exciton (2) comes
from the effectively decoupled outer wall of the double-wall NTs. This demonstrates
that the inner wall excitonic structure, including the coupling and coherence, remains
relatively unperturbed upon the change in morphology.
The final experiment discussed in this section is 2D photon echo spectroscopy of a
mixed solution containing both double-wall and bundled NTs. The linear absorption
spectrum (Figure 6-9(a)) shows the typical bundled spectrum as well as a small yet
not insignificant contribution from double-wall NTs. Peak (1) is hidden under the
envelope of the dominant peak (I) contribution. The 2D ES experiment had co-linear
excitation at an angle between V and H allowing a strong contribution from all the
excitons. The diagonal peaks for excitons (I), (2), and (II) are clearly evident, as
well as the cross peak between (I) and (II). However, there are no indications of cross
peaks between exciton (2) and either excitons (I) and (II), demonstrating that they
are decoupled electronic systems. This should also hold for exciton (1), inner wall
excitons, because they are even further separated and screened by the outer wall from
potential interactions with the bundled NTs. This shows that the two morphologies
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Figure 6-9: (a) Linear absorption of mixed sample. (b) Magnitude 2D ES of mixed
sample.
in solution exist as electronically (and excitonically) independent systems, and that as
far as we can determine with optical spectroscopy, there is no metastable intermediate
state.
6.4 Microscopic Model for Isolated Inner Wall
Having identified the inner wall as an essential building block in both the double-wall
and bundled NTs, it is useful to isolate its contribution to the optical properties.
The addition of silver nitrate to a solution of either double-wall or bundled NTs
selectively oxidizes the outer wall layer, leaving the inner wall relatively intact both
morphologically and excitonically [48]. Immediately after adding silver nitrate the
absorption spectra reveal the decrease of the oscillator strength for the NTs. For the
double-wall NTs, peak (2) decreased much more quickly than the other exciton peaks.
The remaining spectrum (Figure 6-10(a), dark green), which continued to decrease
in amplitude but not change in shape, is the spectrum of the inner wall. When the
bundled NTs are oxidized there is no change in shape in the absorption spectrum,
just a monotonic decrease in amplitude, implying a single species is responsible for
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Figure 6-10: (a) Oxidation of outer-wall layer leads to spectrum for double-wall nan-
otubes without peak (2) (dark green) while clustered spectrum remains relatively
unchanged (light green). (b) Extended herringbone model reproduces the experimen-
tal absorption spectra using only slight changes to molecular geometry.
the optical properties (Figure 6-10(b), light green).
Microscopic modeling utilizing an extension of the model introduced in Chapter
4 [217] successfully explains the qualitative spectral differences between the isolated
inner wall of the double-wall NTs and the bundled NTs. The so-called extended
herringbone model treats each molecule as an extended dipole rather than point
dipole and has two molecules per unit cell instead of one. The calculated isolated
inner wall absorption spectrum in the presence of the oxidized outer wall is shown
in Figure 6-10(b), dark green. By slightly perturbing the intermolecular angles and
distances in the extended herringbone model without altering the size or dipole of
each molecule or altering the overall shape and size of the nanotube, the bundled
NT absorption spectrum can be successfully reproduced. This demonstrates that the
same morphology, with minor microscopic changes, can explain the observed excitonic
properties and relationships.
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Figure 6-11: Proposed transformation for nanotubular J-aggregates studied in this
thesis chapter. The double-wall NTs turn into bundles of the inner wall NT sur-
rounded by an inhomogeneous, ill-defined outer wall (not pictured).
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter I showed that by using a combination of electron microscopy and linear
and nonlinear spectroscopy we followed the evolution of excitonic band structure upon
a seemingly fundamental change in morphology. A detailed analysis of the microscopy
and spectroscopy data revealed that a singular building block, a light harvesting
nanotube of diameter 6 nm, exists in both morphologies and in fact remains relatively
intact both geometrically and excitonically after the morphological rearrangement.
Additional analysis of the 2D ES data is underway, including modeling the exci-
tonic system using a coupled anharmonic oscillator model [65] for the excitons. It also
may be possible to extract the exciton delocalization size using a similar procedure
to Chapter 5. However, several assumptions must be made about the nature of the
excitons regarding the dimensionality and helicity of the wavefunctions.
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Chapter 7
Quantum Process Tomography of
Supramolecular Excitons
Multi-chromophoric systems such as those discussed in the previous chapters are
inherently quantum systems featuring non-trivial interactions not only with one an-
other but among underlying subunits which interact with one another and with the
surrounding environment. The interplay of intra-system, inter-system, and system-
environment interactions demands non-trivial interpretation of dynamical nonlinear
spectroscopy experiments, making it difficult to gain insight into coherent and dis-
sipative electronic energy processes. Even in multi-dimensional spectroscopy experi-
ments, each peak in a spectrum may have various interfering contributions from, e.g.,
population relaxation, coherence transfer, and wavepacket propagation.
The general approach for understanding nonlinear spectroscopy experiments typ-
ically involves quantum-mechanically modeling the system, the environment, and the
system-environment interactions that lead to the dynamics of interest [25]. While
highly successful, this approach has drawbacks when the system and environment
and their interactions become complicated and congested, as is the case for most
multi-chromophoric systems. It can be difficult to separate cleanly the system from
environment degrees of freedom, and to assess which approximations are appropriate
when modeling the system-environment couplings. This opens the possibly of model-
dependent dynamics extracted from the experiment which may risk misinterpretation
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of dynamics.
A different approach to understanding quantum processes comes from the quan-
tum information field: quantum process tomography (QPT) [262, 263, 264]. In QPT,
experiments are designed to reveal distinct signatures of any quantum process by full
determination of the quantum state of the system over time, i.e. the time-dependent
density matrix p(t). There is no possibility of model-dependent dynamics because
the dynamics are extracted unambiguously from experiments. Using an appropriate
model for the system, obtained from, e.g. the linear absorption, the time-dependent
effects of system-environment interactions on the quantum state of the system are
directly determined, unlike spectroscopy experiments that have overlapping signa-
tures of the interactions. This has been accomplished for various systems, including
spins, qubits, and ions [265, 266, 267], revealing key information about quantum pro-
cesses in these systems. However, QPT has never been performed on molecular or
supramolecular systems. This chapter details results on the application of QPT to
supramolecular double-wall light harvesting nanotubes (DW-LHNs), clearly revealing
excitonic relaxation and dissipation processes.
7.1 Quantum Process Tomography Methodology
In this section I introduce the general QPT methodology and work through a specific
example for a two-level system modeled with Redfield theory. Next I analyze signal
contributions for a coupled exciton model and describe how typical nonlinear spec-
troscopy approaches offer congested dynamical signals while the QPT methodology
is able to separate the different processes.
7.1.1 Basic Method
The QPT methodology completely determines the time-dependent quantum state i.e.
p(t), completely independent of a model for the system-environment interactions that
result in dynamics such as energy transfer or relaxation; only a model for the system
is required. All dynamical information is contained in a process matrix X(t), which
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describes how p(t) evolves over time in an intuitive and straightforward manner. X(t)
is unrelated to the nonlinear susceptibility described in Chapter 2, and only has a
single time variable with no dependence on any light fields. The evolution of p is
determined by a linear transformation acting on the initial quantum state [262],
p(t) = x(t)p(O). (7.1)
X(t) contains all the dynamical information about Hamitonian and system-bath in-
teraction. In the basis of the states of the system, Equation 7.1 reads
Pab(t) = Z Xabcd(t)Pcd(0). (7.2)
c,d
Each element of x represents the time-dependent probability that a quantum state
cd has amplitude transferred to another quantum state ab. For example, the element
Xaaaa is proportional to the population in state a and Xabab is proportional to the
coherence ab. Population transfer, i.e. energy transfer, between an initial state i and
final state f is proportional to the elements Xffi.
A two-level system (low-energy state b, high-energy state a) at zero temperature
analyzed with Redfield theory provides a simple example of what the elements of
the process matrix represent. With the Markov and secular approximations, Redfield
theory only describes dephasing and population transfer between states a and b. The
Redfield equations for the density matrix are
pabt) = iWabPab(t) - Rab,abPab(t)
paa(t) = (RaabbPbb(t) - RbbaaPaa(t)). (7.3)
b
The first line in Equation 7.3 governs the time-dependence of coherence between a
and b while the second governs the time-dependence of the populations. Assuming
initial population in a and integrating Equations 7.3 leads to the non-zero elements
of x(t),
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Xaaaa~t e_(bRbbaa)t
Xbbaa t) = 1 - eRbbaat
Xabab(t) eiwabtRabab (74)
(7.5)
Xaaaa is proportional the probability that population in state a remains in state a
and contains a sum over the Redfield tensor elements Rbbaa, which are the transfer
rates from a to b. Therefore, E Rbbaa is the total population transfer rate out of
state a and the probability of remaining in a (Xaaaa) depends exponentially on this
total rate. Xbbaa(t) is the probability that population has transferred from a to b. At
t = 0, Xbbaa(t) is zero because there has not been any time for population transfer to
occur; however, as time increases eventually all the population transfers from a to b
and Xbbaa =1, meaning that the probability is 100% that population transferred from
a to b. This model neglects all other population loss properties, including relaxation
to the ground state, requiring all the population to eventually end up in the lowest
energy state, b. The third line in Equation 7.5 governs dephasing of the ab coherence
and has an oscillatory component whose frequency is given by the energy difference
between a and b. The rate of decay of the amplitude of Xabab(t) is the dephasing rate.
Experimental implementation of QPT requires a method to prepare selectively
states of a system (either coherences or populations) and then detect subsequent states
after a controlled transfer time. Previous work proposed using third-order nonlinear
spectroscopy to implement QPT specifically for excitonic systems [268, 269, 270, 264].
Figure 7-1 shows the relevant third-order spectroscopy Feynman diagrams for a
generic set of excitons I and 0 with double-excited states f; the model system will
be elaborated in the following section. Using narrowband femtosecond pulses (~
100 fs) gives frequency selectivity when preparing specific states while maintaining
reasonably high time resolution. In the transient grating measurements of interest
here, the first two crossed, time-coincident pulses prepare the initially excited state
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Figure 7-1: Relevant Feynman diagrams for QPT-designed transient grating experi-
ments. The initially prepared state Pcd is prepared by the action of the first two fields.
During the time between the second and third fields, T, this state may evolve to a
subsequent state Pab. The final state is detected and characterized via a combination
of the third (probe) field and the emission.
through their action on the bra and ket of the equilibrium density matrix. The
prepared state freely evolves during the time interval T under the influence of the
system-environment interactions. Transfer processes such as dephasing, intraband
population transfer, radiative and non-radiative decay, and coherence transfer all oc-
cur during the free evolution, producing subsequent states. These states are converted
to emissive coherences by the third (probe) pulse. The photon energy of the third
pulse determines the emission energy of the diffracted signal and therefore which final
state is detected.
However, each pulse sequence on its own is insufficient to separate fully elements of
x. Process matrix elements such as xoooo and XIjoo both contribute to experiments
that prepare the initial state poo. The detection stage may be unable to discriminate
between Feynman diagrams where the population did not change and those where it
did. The solution is to use a combination of experiments to extract the process matrix.
The next section demonstrates this procedure using a specific "V-level" model.
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Figure 7-2: (a) Energetic scheme for V-level excitonic system. Radiation couples the
ground state Ig) to single excitons le), which are also coupled to double-excitons |f).
Energies are listed to the right of the corresponding eigenstates. (b) General QPT
pulse sequence illustrating the labeling scheme.
7.1.2 Example V-Level Excitonic System
The "V-level" energy diagram is shown in Figure 7-2. There are a ground state, two
single-exciton states I) and 10), and three combination double-exciton states III),
10), and 00). The interaction strengths between single excitons are reflected in
the binding energies A of the double-exciton states, similar to anharmonicities in
vibrational spectroscopy [212, 213].
As long as A is small compared to the bandgap there are only two transition
energy ranges of interest, near E, - E9 and Eo - Eg. Each pulse can be resonant
with either energy, and with four total pulses this gives sixteen possible experiments:
I, IIIO, I1OI, etc. Each pulse is labeled with I or 0, corresponding to its center
wavelength (see Figure 7-2). In the nonlinear experiments we set T = 0 so that
the prepared state is unambiguously set to poo(= Prr, Pro, Por, Poo) by the resonant
interactions with the first two fields. We leave the local oscillator pulse broadband in
order to detect the emission via spectral interferometry (see Chapter 2). This has the
additional advantage of collecting a#/3I and a#3O simultaneously as the broadband
local oscillator allows collection of emissions from both experiments. Therefore, the
number of required experiments is halved to eight. This does not affect the QPT pulse
sequences because the local oscillator is simply a reference pulse used to collect the
nonlinear signal and does not play a role in generating the signal. Using a broadband
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pulse for any of the three excitation pulses would lead to ambiguous state preparation
and detection. In the following sections the pulse sequence labels are shortened to
The sixteen independent nonlinear signals (eight experiments) match the number
of matrix elements contained in Xabcd, with a, b, c, d E I, 0. Each signal is composed
of a linearly independent combination of x elements which means conversely that
each X element is a linear combination of experimental signals. To demonstrate
this I focus the rest of this section on two of the eight experiments, designed to
look specifically for coherent dynamics and population relaxation, 010 and 001,
respectively. Figure 7-3 shows relevant Feynman diagrams for 010 and 001 if there
are no transfer events during the waiting time. The full set of Feynman diagrams
for all eight experiments can be found in Appendix A. The first two pulses in 010
prepare an excitonic coherence that freely propagates during the waiting time T.
The third pulse either stimulates emission, leading to emission at E, or promotes a
transition to the combination band state 110), with emission energy E, + Aro. These
are the only two possibilities for emission for 010 if the coherence I) (01 does not
transfer to another element. The Feynman diagrams for 001 are shown in Figure 7-
3(b). A population in 0 leads to excited-state absorption into the combination band
state 110) with no stimulated emission because the third pulse is not resonant with
0. The other two diagrams for 001 are due to ground state bleach with emission at
E1 .
Figure 7-4 shows the Feynman diagrams for 010 (a) and 001 (b) that involve
amplitude transfer from the prepared state to another state. For example, the co-
herence |I)(01 can change into population in I (far left diagram). If this occurs,
excited-state absorption is the only transition resonant with the third pulse. There-
fore, this diagram features emission near E 0 . The element xiiio can be extracted
from the time dependence of the signal appearing at the energy Eo + Aro. If there
is excitonic coherence transfer, e.g. xoiro (diagram second from left), then excited-
state absorption is again the only possible pathway. In this case the emission energy is
highly blue-shifted to 2Eo-Er+Ao, and the time-dependent probability of coherence
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Figure 7-3: Example diagrams for two QPT pulse sequences. Underneath each dia-
gram is the emission frequency and contributing element of x. (a) Diagrams for the
010 experiment which evolves in a coherence II)(0! during T. (b) 001 diagrams,
evolving with a population during T.
transfer can be extracted by monitoring this emission.
The Feynman diagrams for 001 in Figure 7-4 show how population transfer and
population-to-coherence transfer manifest in the experiment. For population transfer,
the population in 0 should proceed downhill in energy to I. The third field can then
stimulate emission or induce absorption to the double-excited state III). The emission
energies in this case overlap with the emission energies without population relaxation.
These inherently overlapping nonlinear signals are specifically what QPT is designed
to separate. If the population in 0 transfers to a coherence then the emission energy
is well separated from the emission energy without transfer. Therefore, monitoring
the emission energies reports directly on the separate probabilities of these transfers
occurring.
Analysis of the full set of Feynman diagrams (see Appendix A) for all eight ex-
periments reveals the non-trivial fact that any coherence-to-population transfers or
coherence transfers, i.e. nonsecular transfers in Redfield theory, lead to emission at
separate energies compared to other transfer events such as intra-exciton popula-
tion relaxation, radiative or non-radiative recombination, and coherence dephasing.
Therefore, any nonsecular transfers are immediately evident upon inspection of the
raw experimental data and are straightforward to characterize. The full set of dia-
grams are shown in Appendix A.
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Figure 7-4: Example diagrams for transfer processes for 010 and 001. (a) Diagrams
for 010 which involve nonsecular transfers. (b) 001 diagrams showing population
transfer and nonsecular transfers.
The two experiments 010 and 001 demonstrate the salient features of the QPT
methodology as applied to nonlinear spectroscopy: some types of transfer processes
are cleanly separated, i.e. nonsecular transfers, while others remain congested and
overlapping. However, using QPT it is possible to write each nonlinear signal as a
linear combination of process matrix elements, and it is therefore possible to invert
this relationship, giving the process matrix elements in terms of experimental signals
(see Refs. [269] and [264]). In the next subsection I give an explicit example of this
procedure for the V-level system.
Secular QPT Example
In this subsection I use the V-level system to show that the nonlinear experiments can
be described as linear combinations of x elements, and that these relationships can
be inverted to give the elements of x. Each Feynman diagram gives a contribution
proportional to the dipoles of the transitions, a single X element, and an exponential
factor at the emission energy with a phenomenological dephasing rate -Y. I use the
secular approximation (only dephasing and population transfer are allowed), no up-
hill energy transfer (reasonable for the nanotubular system under study in the next
section), and slow ground state bleach (g.s.b.) recovery compared to the interband
relaxation and coherence dephasing (reasonable for the nanotubular system [261]).
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Under the secular approximation, each of the coherence experiments (exciting either
10 or 01) is directly proportional to a single element of x. For example, the nonlinear
signals for 101 and 010 are
IOI(T , t ) = |1|% plo|2 xo101(T ) e-i"0*-y0t,
OIO(T, t) = |1/ '2 po|2 x 1OIO(T) eiwIt-?!t. (7.6)
Our experiments are detected in the frequency domain via spectral interferometry.
We therefore integrate over emission frequency which, according to Fourier transform
relationships, is the same as setting the emission time t = 0. This leads directly
to IOI(T, t = 0) oc xo01(T) and 0I0(T, t = 0) oc x 1 o1o(T). III and 110 only
depend on a single process matrix element, X1III, because there are only ground state
bleach terms while the only allowed transfer process is uphill energy transfer, which is
energetically unfavorable at room temperature. Therefore, III(T, t = 0) oc Xiiii(T)
and IIO(T, t = 0) oc xIIII(T).
The experiments 000 and 001 are more complicated because of population
relaxation from 0 to I. The nonlinear signal for 000 is
OOO(T, t) =|p o|2 j 2 Xoooo(T) e-(o+Ao)t-yoo,ot
- IIto Ixoooo (T) e i- woo+-/
+The|poni nax00(T) e-"0sl)t-,0,t
-2|ptol' e- e-a-*1* (7.7)
The nonlinear signal for OO1 is
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OOI(T, t) =|to|2 2 xoooo(T) e-(wI+AIO)t-YIo,ot
+\po|2 111H 2 x1oo(T) e-gwI+ar)t-,,t
-|p'po|2 2x1100(T ) e-'"It-''
-2|popLI| 2 e-rT e-iwjt-,Yjt. (7.8)
From Equations 7.7 and 7.8 it is clear that each nonlinear signal is a linear combination
of X elements. The last two terms for each nonlinear signal are the ground state bleach
(g.s.b.), which depend on how long it takes for the electronic excitation to relax
back to the ground state. This timescale, 1/F, is typically tens of picoseconds, well
beyond the timescale of excitonic population redistribution and coherent dynamics.
Therefore, in the following we treat the g.s.b. as a constant and subtract it. The
following manipulations invert this relationship to re-write the X elements as linear
combinations of nonlinear signals. First, I define the following coefficients to allow
easier manipulation of the equations,
ci= popoool22- i(wo+Ao)t-'Yoo,ot
C2 = |pol4e-wotyot
C3 = |po 2 Ipo,I 2e-i(wo+Aro)t-yro,It
C4 = p [tpoto l2e-i(wi+Aio)t--rIo,ot
c5 = |pO 2 [tILI 2e-i(wI+AI)t-,yIIt
C6 = 1/| 12 1 2e-iwt-yt (7.9)
Using this shorthand and making t implicit, as it will eventually be set to zero,
Equations 7.7 and 7.8 become
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OOO(T) = (c1 - c2)Xoooo(T) + c3XIIOO(T) + g.s.b.
001(T) = c4Xoooo(T) + (c5 - c6)XIIoo(T) + g.s.b. (7.10)
Using the condition Xijqp(O) = 6 iqjp, which ensures that at T = 0 no transfers have
occurred, and the approximation that the g.s.b. recovery is a constant background
gives
OOO(T = 0) = (c1 - c 2 ) + g.s.b.
OOI(T = 0) = c4 + g.s.b. (7.11)
Subtracting the T = 0 contribution from each time-dependent experiment gives a
signal free of g.s.b.
000(T) = OOO(T) - OOO(T = 0) = (c1 - c2 )Xoooo(T) - (c1 - c2) + c3XIIoo(T)
0OIc(T) = OOI(T) - 00I(T = 0) = c4 Xoooo(T) - c4 + (c5 - c6 )XIIOO(T).
(7.12)
Re-arranging the first line of Equation 7.12 leads to
Xoooo(T) = 000c(T)- C3 XIIOO(T) + 1. (7.13)C1 - C2
Substituting Equation 7.13 into the second line in Equation 7.12 and solving for
Xiroo(T) gives an equation for Xjioo(T) in terms of the nonlinear signals,
Xjioo(T) = C1-c2 0 () - 00(T) (7.14)
C 4-c C5 + C6C1 -C2
Substituting Xiroo(T) into Equation 7.13 gives an equation for Xoooo(T) in terms
of nonlinear signals,
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c3c4 000c(T)-caoOIc(T)
OOOc(T) - r1-2 Oc4 _C5OIC T
xoooo(T) = -C +1. (7.15)
C1 - C2
This derivation demonstrates that in order to calculate x all that is required are
the experimental data and the coefficients, c1 -c 6 . The coefficients are combinations of
transition dipole moments and complex exponentials, which is why QPT does in fact
require a model for the system that includes transition energies, transition dipoles,
and at the very least phenomenological dephasing rates. However, the complete
dynamics of the excitonic system can be calculated, for any given initial conditions,
without a model for the excitonic dynamics. This can help with the design of, for
example, coherent control experiments that may require specific initial conditions.
An additional approximation that significantly reduces the complexity of retriev-
ing X, both theoretically and experimentally, is to neglect the combination state I10).
This would be possible if the excitonic coupling were extremely weak, leading to a
weak transition dipole moment to JIO) from either II) or 10), or if the pulses used
for excitation were not resonant with the transitions between the single-exciton states
and JIO). The neglect of this state makes the coefficients c3 and c4 zero, leading to
simplification for Xoooo(T) and xyioo(T) in terms of nonlinear signals,
Xoooo(T) =000(T) (7.16)
C1 - C2
and
Xrioo(T) = 00 (T) (7.17)
C5 - C6
Under this additional approximation, each element of x is directly proportional to a
single experiment (and vice versa), vastly simplifying the analysis. Integrating each
experiment over emission frequency (setting t = 0) gives a single element of x directly.
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7.2 QPT of Nanotubular Excitons
In this section I describe the experimental realization of QPT as applied to J-
aggregate light harvesting nanotubes. I first describe the system and experimental
setup. Next, I show experimental results for the same 010 and 001 pulse sequences
described in the previous section. Finally, I present QPT results for the process ma-
trix, demonstrating the extraction of dephasing and energy transfer dynamics between
the inner and outer walls of the nanotubes.
7.2.1 Experimental Parameters
Previous work assigned the two lowest energy exciton bands to the inner and outer
walls of the complex [217]. Here, we approximate each band as a single exciton so
we can apply the previously developed methodology and use H polarized laser pulses
centered on each band to study the interactions, dynamics, and coherence between
them (see Figure 7-5(a)). The requirement of eight pulse sequences, with changing
center frequencies for each pulse, makes two-dimensional pulse shaping a highly at-
tractive option for the experiment. Computer control of independent amplitude and
phase profiles allows relatively facile implementation of the QPT methodology, and
even allows switching between standard 2D ES measurements and QPT transient
grating measurements.
In the experiment the excitation power was ~ 0.5 nJ/pulse. In the data analysis,
each of the eight experiments is weighted by the strength of the excitation fields,
calculated from the pulse energies and spectra. In addition, the optical density (OD)
of the solution slightly decreased over the course of the experiments (Figure 7-5(b)).
Linear absorption spectra taken before each experiment provided a scaling factor
proportional to the OD.
7.2.2 Transient Grating Results
The two example experiments 010 and 001 are shown in Figure 7-6, left and right
columns, respectively. The 010 signal emits near 600 nm, as expected based on the
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Figure 7-5: (a)H polarized linear absorption (black) for J-aggregate nanotubes shows
two excitons of interest: 0 at 590 nm and I at 600 nm. Pulse shaping enables
frequency-selective excitation pulses 0 (blue) and I (red) by applying amplitude filters
to a broadband pulse (dashed green). (b) Optical density decreased during acquisition
of experiments over ~ 2 hours.
Feynman diagrams in Figure 7-3(a). The signal exhibits oscillations at the difference
frequency between states 10) and II) in the real (and imaginary) components, demon-
strating coherence between the walls. The lack of additional peaks means that no
coherence transfer or coherence-to-population transfer processes occurred, i.e. non-
secular processes did not occur. In fact, there were no nonsecular processes detected
(which would be evidenced by the appearance of emission at different frequencies as
previously discussed) in any of the eight experiments. Therefore the 010 scan is
directly proportional to XoroI because the amplitude in por does not transfer to any
other density matrix element but rather decays (dephases) (see Feynman diagrams
in Figure 7-3(a)).
The 001 experiment shown in Figure 7-6 (right) also emits where predicted by the
Feynman diagrams (Figure 7-3(b)) without nonsecular element transfer. The first two
pulses create a population. If there is no population transfer, the third pulse I induces
absorption and creates the coherence IO)(01, which emits near Er at 600 nm. If
there is population transfer, the third pulse can stimulate emission to the ground state
or induce absorption to III) (II, both of which feature emission at or near E1 . The
real (and imaginary) parts of 001 can be used to separate some of these different
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Figure 7-6: Raw data showing coherence scan 010 (left) and population scan 001
(right).
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pathways because the optically active transitions between J-aggregate two-exciton
states and one-exciton states are slightly blue-shifted with respect to the ground-
state-one-exciton transition energy [259, 261]. However, this does not separate the
pathways lacking population transfer from those including it. The additional QPT
experiments are required to fully separate these components.
The lack of emission at the frequencies expected after nonsecular transfer processes
(see Figure 7-4) is direct evidence that the process matrix elements XiIJo, XIIoI,
XIorI, XoIII, XiooI, Xoooi, Xooio, Xoioo, Xiooo, and Xo10r are close to zero. Only
six elements of X remain: population decay XIIII and Xoooo; population transfer
Xnjoo and Xooii; and coherence decay (dephasing) Xioio and Xoioi. This greatly
simplifies the analysis and complete extraction of the process matrix, described in the
following section (for complete details see Refs. [269] and [264]).
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Figure 7-7: Absolute value transient grating data for 110 pulse sequence.
The excited-state lifetime of C8S3 DW-LHNs is tens of picoseconds [261] implying
that the ground state recovery time is well beyond the timescale of this measurement.
Therefore, we treat the ground state bleaching terms as constant factors that can be
subtracted from the measurements, isolating the excited state dynamics and further
simplifying the QPT analysis. In addition, the scan 110 had nearly zero amplitude
(see Figure 7-7) and was close the signal to noise limit of the experiment. This justifies
the approximation that the combination state 110) does- not contribute significantly
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to the nonlinear signals.
7.2.3 QPT Results
The transient grating data was analyzed in a series of steps. The first was correc-
tion of the data for experimental differences between scans, such as the excitation
field intensities and decreasing optical density. In addition, each scan was corrected
for the roll-off caused by femtosecond pulse shaping. The next step assumes the
state IO) does not significantly contribute to the experiments because the excitonic
coupling is very weak [217]. This approximation is critical and assumes that the
transition dipoles follow the inequality pro,j, pruo,o < i,, poo,o, PrI,g, po,g; or that
the excitation pulses are not resonant with the 10) ++ 10) or IO) ++ |I) tran-
sition energies. Next, the nonlinear emission spectra were divided by the T = 0
spectra to correct for the relatively unchanging ground state bleach terms, leaving
only the time-dependence of the populations (see Section 7.1.2). The coherence pulse
sequences 010, 011, IOI, and [00 did not have have this correction applied as
there is no ground state bleach term. Exploiting the normalization condition that
Xijqp(0) = 6 iqjp allows integration over the emission frequency for each experiment,
directly yielding elements of x according to Equations 7.16 and 7.17. The next step
utilizes semi-definite programming [271] to ensure X(T) transforms physical density
matrices (e.g. Hermitian, trace preserving, positive population probabilities) to other
physical density matrices.
Results of the QPT analysis are shown in Figure 7-8. In the left panel are shown
population decay xoooo and population transfer from 10) to II), x[roo. The popu-
lation in |0) decreases very quickly due to ultrafast downhill energy transfer to the
inner wall. The overall signal decay is accelerated further by intensity roll-off caused
by pulse shaping. Xoooo decays in 370 fs, indicating that all of the population has
left state 10) by this time. The onset of 10) to II) transfer is almost immediate with a
transfer time of 160 fs, evidenced by the quick rise in Xrroo. However, unlike the Red-
field model in Section 7.1.1, the transfer probability does not increase to 1. This could
be due to unobserved optically dark states that accept population from the outer wall
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Figure 7-8: Process matrix elements. (Left) Population decay in outer wall 10) and
population transfer from the outer to inner wall. (Middle) Inner wall population decay
and inner wall to outer wall population transfer. (Right) Dephasing of coherence
|O)(II.
and are not included in the simple two-level model, leading to an equilibrium popu-
lation distributed amongst both bright and dark states. At the pulse energies used
in this experiment, an additional complicating factor is exciton-exciton annihilation,
which provides a very fast, highly efficient non-radiative relaxation pathway for the
excitons. This would cause the exciton population to not be conserved and recovery
of the ground state as well. Another way to see this is that the total transfer prob-
ability out of the outer wall is less than one, i.e. xoooo(T) + xrroo(T) <; 1. This
inequality means that the population initialized in the outer wall is not conserved
within the observable system, implying the existence of dark states or possibly a very
fast, very efficient nonradiative decay mechanism. However, complete radiationless
relaxation to the ground state is unlikely as the excitons exhibit fluorescence from
each wall and the lifetimes measured in previous studies are on the order of tens of
picoseconds [2611.
The middle plot in Figure 7-8 shows the decay of population in 11) with a decay
time of 720 fs. The initial resistance of the inner wall excitons to decay is probably
due to the influx of population from the outer wall. The transfer probability from the
inner wall to the outer wall is negligble because the energy transfer would be uphill
by 13 THz, or 430 cm-1, whereas thermal energy at room temperature is closer to
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200 cm- 1 which is insufficient to drive the uphill transition.
The coherent dynamics are shown in the right plot in Figure 7-8. The oscillations
in the real and imaginary components occur at the difference frequency 13 THz, indi-
cating creation of a coherence between inner and outer wall excitons (see Figure 7-5).
Only the data for 0) (Il are shown as those for |I) (01 are quantitatively very similar,
as expected. The excitonic coherence implies that even though the coupling is weak
between the two walls [217], wavefunction delocalization is still possible even over
several nanometers of separation. This result is in agreement with the 2D electronic
spectroscopy results presented in Chapter 6 in which the 2D spectrum exhibited a
small yet measurable crosspeak (see Figure 6-8, left panels), indicating weak exci-
tonic coupling. Exciton-exciton annihilation would not affect the coherent dynamics
because no exciton populations are created, only a coherent state is excited.
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Figure 7-9: Nanotube populations calculated using the process matrix for three dif-
ferent initial populations.
It is straightforward to calculate exciton dynamics using the process matrix using
Equation 7.2. As an example, the population elements are
p11(t) = x1II1(tOp1(0) + xII00(tpo(0)
Poo0t = xoooo0t poo(0) + xoo11(t p11(0). (7.18)
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Figure 7-9 shows dynamics for three initial populations, with the condition that the
initial populations satisfy the condition p11(O) + poo(O) = 1. poo simply decays
because uphill population transfer from p11 is energetically unfavorable, evidenced by
the fact that Xooii is negligible. pri continually gains population from poo until poo
is depleted; p", then decays fully.
The complete decay of the excited states implies either the existence of lower en-
ergy dark states not probed in the experiments or the full recovery of the ground
state during the experimental time window. Dark states are improbable to be re-
sponsible because the lowest energy excitons in J-aggregates are the optically bright
k = 0 excitons, which also emit fluorescence with negligible Stokes shift. Ground
state recovery is possible, however it is difficult to measure directly in our experi-
mental setup because of the complicating factor of the pulse shaper intensity roll-off:
the signal amplitude decay is mostly due to the roll-off and due to actual dynamics
of the excitonic system. Additional effects such as exciton-exciton annihilation may
cause some ground state recovery during the experiment as well. Fast recovery of
ground state population during the experiment would lead to invalidation of one of
the approximations used to calculate the process matrix elements. In addition, it is
possible that the 10) combination state does have a non-negligible contribution to
the experiments, thus affecting the current analysis.
The spectrally-resolved pump-probe experiments in Ref. [261] show population
transfer and excited state decay timescales, however the experiments are unable to
separate the contributions from the 1IO) state and the III) or 100) states, and could
not unambiguously isolate the population dynamics of I and 0. The 2D spectra shown
in the previous chapter can separate some of the overlapping signal contributions
into diagonal and crosspeaks, however any dynamics of the system, e.g. downhill
energy transfer, would have created overlapping signals at the crosspeak frequency
coordinates. Narrowband pump-probe measurements would separate population from
coherent dynamics, but could not uniquely determine relaxation from one state to
another versus relaxation to the ground state. The results presented in this section
demonstrate clear separation of population from coherent dynamics, and further still
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the separation of population dynamics for different excitons.
7.3 Conclusions
In this chapter I have shown results demonstrating the potential for quantum process
tomography to provide a methodical approach to nonlinear spectroscopy for sepa-
rating coherence dynamics from population relaxation dynamics. Using two-color
transient grating spectroscopy, QPT was performed for supramolecular light harvest-
ing nanotubes and determined that population transfer from the outer wall to the
inner wall of the nanotube occurs on a 160 fs timescale. In addition, pulse sequences
designed for sensitivity to coherence revealed coherent dynamics between the two nan-
otube walls with a coherence decay time of 250 fs. The QPT methodology developed
and applied in this chapter has great potential not only in the design and analysis
of nonlinear spectroscopy measurements but also in their optimization for extracting
maximal information content about the systems under study.
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Chapter 8
Many-Body Effects in Quantum
Wells
This chapter details efforts to understand correlations and interactions between many
excitons, a critical concept for device physics such as optical gain via multi-exciton
generation [272, 273, 274]. We study semiconductor excitons in Gallium Arsenide
(GaAs) quantum wells as a model system for investigating these many-body interac-
tions. Studies have shown that many-body interactions among semiconductor exci-
tons can produce distinct features in two-dimensional optical spectra. However, the
dynamics of the many-body interactions have never been measured in 2D spectroscopy
studies. Here we measure 2D spectra of GaAs quantum wells at many different 'wait-
ing' times and study the time dependence of the spectral features. Characteristic
signatures of exciton polarization correlations manifest in the diagonal peaks decay
at the exciton dephasing rate, consistent with theoretical predictions. Other many-
body interactions manifest in off-diagonal features decay much more slowly. These
persistent off-diagonal features must be due to many-body interactions involving exci-
ton populations, and their persistence cannot be predicted by theoretical descriptions
restricted to the coherent limit.
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8.1 Semiconductor Quantum Wells
In many scientific disciplines, groups of objects can interact to produce startling
emergent phenomena, that is, "more is different" [275]. In condensed-matter physics,
many-body interactions often occur due to the attractions and repulsions among
charged particles. These collective effects are difficult to calculate from first princi-
ples, making experimental measurements essential to guide our understanding and to
motivate and direct theoretical efforts [276, 88, 85, 84, 277]. Semiconductors and their
nanostructures offer extraordinary prospects for incisive experimental study of many-
body effects because of the following properties: the optically generated excitons are
delocalized and weakly bound, enabling Coulomb interactions among their charged
electron and hole constituents; the nanostructure dimensionality and dimensions can
be designed to confine the excitons so that they must interact; the exciton density
can be easily controlled by incident light intensities; and exciton coherences as well
as populations can be manipulated by coherent light sources, providing additional
avenues for control over many-body interactions and exquisite sensitivity to them in
the signals of coherent nonlinear spectroscopy measurements.
GaAs quantum wells were studied extensively [276, 88, 85, 84, 277, 278, 279, 280,
281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 86, 287, 288, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296,
297, 298, 299, 300, 301, 302, 90] throughout the 1980s and 1990s, primarily through
four-wave mixing measurements, resulting in new insights about phenomena such as
quantum beats, exciton dephasing times and mechanisms, disorder, and many-body
interactions. The application of another four-wave mixing technique known as two-
dimensional (2D) Fourier-transform optical spectroscopy heralded a new era of inves-
tigation [303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 106, 108, 107, 110, 117, 136]. To date, these non-
linear spectroscopy experiments have been understood using theoretical treatments
at varying levels of sophistication. Our results show that one of the approximations
commonly used in the first-principles treatments is not generally valid.
In 2D spectroscopy, we introduce a variable time delay between the two pump
pulses, -ri, which allows us to record and correlate the spectrum of states excited and
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emitted, S(Wexcite, 72, Wemit). The excitation and emission dimensions are produced
by Fourier transformation of coherent optical polarizations during the respective time
periods. The delay time T2 (the 'waiting' time) is varied parametrically, and, similar
to pump-probe measurements, the changes in spectral features as a function of r2
are typically related to incoherent excited-state dynamics. An important feature of
2D spectroscopy is that the phase and amplitude of the emitted signal are sensitive
to the phase and amplitude of the coherent excitations produced in the sample by
the excitation fields. This coherence requirement means that spectral features are
sensitive to exciton phases. As shown through phenomenological models [90, 304, 136],
many-body interactions can influence the amplitudes and phases of exciton coherences
in a variety of ways, and these changes modify the frequency-dependent emission
signals that originate with excitation at any of the exciton frequencies. Therefore all
of the peaks in a 2D spectrum are sensitive to the presence and the detailed nature
of many-body interactions. As previously mentioned in Section 2.4.1, the many-body
interactions cannot be described using Feynman diagrams. This is because many-
body interactions do not produce new eigenstates but rather dynamical effects such
as polarization-polarization scattering and coupling between excitons and unbound
electron-hole states. Previous studies focused on unexpected features produced by
many-body interactions in the 2D spectra at -2 = 0. Here we vary r2 and measure
changes to the unexpected features.
2D spectral features and the many-body interactions that produce them have
been treated through explicit first-principles theoretical calculations of the Coulomb
correlations among electrons and holes, performed in the site basis [85, 309, 310]
or momentum basis [311, 277, 312]. The results yielded mean-field polarization-
polarization scattering terms that influence the phases of diagonal peaks and, going
beyond the Hartree-Fock approximation, four-particle (meaning two-exciton) corre-
lations that give rise to otherwise unexpected off-diagonal spectral features [305].
Although the theoretical predictions are in reasonable agreement with experiments
[304, 305, 108, 307, 107, 110, 136], neither theoretical nor prior experimental studies
have addressed the time-dependent changes to any of the spectral features during r 2.
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Figure 8-1: Experimental setup for 2D spectroscopy of GaAs quantum wells. A
Ti:sapphire oscillator (o) creates femtosecond pulses in a single beam. The multi-
dimensional spectrometer (MS) transforms this beam into four beams arranged on
the corners of a square (inset) and sets the pulse delay times. The beams are then
focused to the sample. In the nonrephasing scan (shown), field Ec interacts first,
followed first by field Eb after time delay T 1 and then field E, after time delay T 2 .
The fields generate a phase-matched signal in the ksig = ka - kb + kc direction. In a
rephasing or photon echo scan (not shown), the time ordering of fields Ec and Eb are
exchanged. In both cases, the resulting signal is overlapped with a weak reference
field called a local oscillator (LO) and is heterodyne detected by the spectrometer (s).
The 2D spectra displayed in this work are the sum of the rephasing and nonrephasing
signals. The absorbance of the sample (solid line) and the spectrum of the laser pulse
(dashed line) are also shown.
Moreover, all of the microscopic theoretical approaches assumed the coherent limit
in which the exciton polarization dephasing rate is linked to the exciton population
decay rate. In other words, in this limit, effects due to exciton populations cannot be
separated from effects due to exciton coherences. 2D spectroscopy measurements con-
ducted at waiting times long enough that exciton polarizations have decayed should
allow separation of the two kinds of interactions.
8.2 Experimental Details
We performed 2D spectroscopy measurements using two experimental apparatuses-
the COLBERT spectrometer [136] and the JILA-MONSTR [123]-that produced the
four coherent fields in the beam geometry illustrated in Figure 8-1. Briefly, each
instrument used a Ti:sapphire oscillator to produce pulses of about 100 fs duration
with pulse energies of a few nJ. The spectral bandwidth covered both the heavy-hole
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exciton (H) and light-hole exciton (L) resonances at 1545 meV and 1553 meV, respec-
tively. The H exciton linewidth indicates a dephasing time of about 10 ps. Exper-
iments at MIT (JILA) were conducted with an excitation density of about 3 x 1010
excitons/cm2 /well (4.5 x 109 excitons/cm 2 /well) in a sample that consisted of ten
(four) layers of 10 nm thick GaAs, separated by 10 nm thick Alo.3Gao.7 As barriers.
The exciton population lifetimes are on the order of a hundred picoseconds at these
densities. In all measurements, the sample was cooled to 10 K and the laser fields
were co-circularly polarized. The spectra were phased using the established procedure
for each apparatus [136, 313]. We present data taken with the JILA-MONSTR; the
qualitative features were reproduced in the data taken with the COLBERT spectrom-
eter on a different sample. The difference between the data sets was the decay time of
the features. In the MIT measurements, the decay time of the symmetry factor (see
below) was faster than 3 ps; this was due to the delay-dependent amplitude modula-
tion of the COLBERT spectrometer [136]. The similarity of the observations confirms
that they are not due to experimental issues, such as phase drift in the spectrometer,
and that they are not unique to one sample.
8.3 2D Spectra and Analysis
8.3.1 2D Correlation Spectra
Rephasing (nonrephasing) spectra were collected when field Eb (Ec) interacted first,
followed after time period r 1 by field Ec (Eb), for each value of T2. The rephasing and
nonrephasing spectra were measured independently and then summed to create the
2D spectra displayed in Figure 8-2. Rephasing or nonrephasing spectra alone are not
sufficient to extract true lineshapes because the individual spectra have wings due
to 'phase twist'; taking the sum of the two spectra removes the mixing between the
absorptive and dispersive characters [314, 122]. An absorptive lineshape is typically
Lorentizan in character, while a dispersive lineshape is typically similar to the deriva-
tive of a Lorentzian. In a 2D spectrum of a simple system, peaks will have absorptive
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Figure 8-2: The real part of the 2D spectra under co-circular polarization measured
at the indicated waiting times (-2 ). The dashed line indicates the diagonal, Eexcite =
Eemit, and the red box highlights the H diagonal peak. Cross peaks between the H
and L features are not expected in this polarization configuration in the absence of
many-body interactions because the two excitons do not share a common conduction
band. Coulomb correlations couple the two states, leading to cross peaks labeled X"
and X1. Vertical features (VF) are due to exciton-free-carrier scattering.
lineshapes, cross peaks will only appear between coupled transitions, excited-state-
absorption pathways will lead to negative-amplitude peaks, and additional features
are not observed. The shape of a peak indicates the relative contributions of homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous dephasing mechanisms. We extracted a homogeneous
dephasing time of 5.0±0.1 ps from the amplitude of the rephasing signal of the H
diagonal peak using a fit procedure described previously [234].
We display only the real parts of the complex-valued spectra in Figure 8-2 for
selected values of 72. With co-circularly polarized pulses, cross peaks are not expected
because the H and L excitons have electrons which reside in different conduction
bands [84] and therefore the transitions that generate the two excitons are not coupled
through a common spectroscopic ground state. However, as shown in Figure 8-2,
cross peaks labeled X" and X' do appear. Strong vertical features, also previously
observed [303], are due to scattering between excitons and free carriers. The cross
peaks and vertical features have been reproduced in microscopic theories by including
four-particle interaction terms into the equations of motion [305]. Below we show that
since these spectral features persist at long T2 times, this assignment was incomplete.
The strongest peak in Figure 8-2-the H diagonal peak highlighted in the red
square-has a dispersive lineshape at small values of r2 , in agreement with previous
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rephasing measurements [304, 307, 107]. As T2 increases, the positive part becomes
stronger than the negative part and shifts toward the diagonal line. At very long
T2 times, the peak has an absorptive lineshape and is centered on the diagonal line.
During this transition from dispersive to absorptive, the nodal line tilts from being
parallel to the diagonal line to being completely vertical, indicating a loss of correla-
tion [314] among multiple excitons.
8.3.2 Lineshape Analysis
To understand better the lineshape change, we project the H diagonal peak onto
the emission axis and plot the projections in Figure 8-3(a) for selected values of 72.
The lineshape changes systematically from an antisymmetric shape to a symmetric
shape. Since the peak symmetry reflects how dispersive the lineshape is, we define a
symmetry factor (,q) given by
7 (T2) =f p(T2, wemit)dWemit (8.1)f IP(T2 ,wemit)ldWemit'
where p(T2, Wemit) is the projection of the signal inside the red square as a function of
emission energy at a particular waiting time. Using this equation, a purely dispersive
lineshape corresponds to y = 0 and a purely absorptive lineshape with a positive
(negative) amplitude corresponds to 7 = 1 (q = -1). The symmetry factors retrieved
from the 2D spectra at eleven - 2 values are shown in Figure 8-3(b). Initially, q = 0; it
then increases and saturates at rj = 1 by about 20 ps. As mentioned above, rephasing
or nonrephasing spectra alone are not sufficient to extract the data presented in Figure
8-3.
The normalized amplitudes of the H and X 1 peaks during T2 are shown in Figure
8-3(b). The data were created by integrating over a square that covered each peak in
the amplitude (not real part) of the 2D spectra to account for any changes to the shape
of the peaks. Due to the projection-slice theorem, it should be possible, at least in
principle, to measure the data presented in Figure 8-3 using a narrowband, frequency-
resolved pump-probe measurement, but it would be difficult to draw conclusions
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Figure 8-3: Peak and lineshape dynamics extracted from the 2D spectra. (a) Projec-
tions of the H diagonal peak onto the emission axis for the indicated 72 values. (b)
Extracted symmetry factor and the normalized amplitudes of the H diagonal peak
and the X' cross peak at several 72 values. Lines are guides to the eye. The decay
of the symmetry factor reflects the decay of the polarization-polarization scattering
terms. Both H and X1 retain nonzero amplitudes at 35 ps.
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about many-body interactions since the cross peaks and vertical features would not
be visible.
8.4 Excitonic Many-Body Interactions
The measurements reveal a key new insight about many-body interactions in GaAs
quantum wells. The dispersive lineshape of the H diagonal peak is characteristic
of many-body interactions, whereas the absorptive lineshape is more characteris-
tic of the case without many-body interactions, for example, including only simple
Pauli-blocking terms [305] which account for the reduction of allowed transitions for
fermions due to the Pauli exclusion principle. The fact that the cross peaks and
vertical features do not disappear at long waiting times means that the many-body
terms have not vanished. In principle, incoherent population relaxation from high-
energy states (unbound electron-hole pairs and L excitons) to H could be responsible
for the continued presence of X' and the vertical features. However, as shown in
Figure 8-3(b), the X' peak-which cannot be due to incoherent relaxation-has only
decayed to about half its original amplitude at 35 ps. Thus we conclude that the
evolution of the spectra must reflect evolution of the many-body state. Specifically,
we suggest that the dispersive lineshape is due to polarization-polarization scattering,
and the polarizations decay on picosecond time-scales, while many-body interactions
involving exciton populations persist, leading to the unanticipated spectral features
at long r2 times.
In the momentum basis, the polarization scattering effect can be understood in the
following manner. First, the light generates an excitonic polarization with kcm = 0
(arrow 1 in Figure 8-4). Due to carrier-carrier scattering and carrier-phonon scat-
tering, this initial excitonic polarizaton is scattered to excitonic polarizations and
populations at larger kcm (arrows 2A, the arrow represents scattering into both po-
larization and populations states). The excitonic polarization can also scatter into
unbound electron-hole states, which form a continuum (arrows 2B), but at the low
excitation densities used here this process is less important. These processes happen
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Ikcm
Figure 8-4: Schematic showing the energy versus center-of-mass momentum (kcm)
for electron-hole pairs bound into excitons (bold line) and unbound pairs that form
a continuum (grey area). Excitation by light (1) produces an excitonic polarization
at kcm = 0 that rapidly scatters to excitonic polarization and populations at |kcm1 >
0 (2A) and to unbound pairs (2B) in the continuum. The resulting many-body
configuration then evolves (3) as the polarizations decay and the populations relax
back toward kcm = 0.
very rapidly, but the subsequent evolution of the many-body configuration as carriers
scatter towards a thermal distribution (arrows 3) is slower. A true thermal equilib-
rium is not achieved within the time window of our experiments because of radiative
recombination of excitons within the light-cone (close to kcm = 0) [see Figure 38 in
Ref. [311]]. Careful comparison between experiment and theory have shown that the
excitonic lineshape in linear absorption spectra can be used to estimate the many-
body configuration [312]. Thus, at short delay the presence of excitonic polarizations
results in a very different lineshape than for longer delays where the excitonic polar-
izations have decayed and only populations remain. Our results use the evolution of
the 2D lineshape to monitor the dynamics of the many-body states as they evolve
from a mixture of polarizations and populations to being purely populations.
In our experiments, the behavior shown in Figure 8-3 depends strongly on the
sample position. The rise time, which is about 20 ps in the presented case, varies
over a wide range under identical conditions except for a change in sample position.
In some cases, the rise time is so long that 'q = 0 for almost the entire window of
nearly 40 ps. This spatial inhomogeneity could be caused by stress due to differences
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in thermal expansion since the sample is mounted on a sapphire disk. A comparison
of the absorption spectra at different spots on the sample showed frequency shifts
(but no linewidth changes) for the the H and L resonances. A larger frequency shift
corresponded to a longer rise time in '. However, an explanation of the detailed
mechanism requires further investigation.
8.5 Conclusions
We have measured 2D optical spectra of excitons in GaAs quantum wells using co-
circularly polarized beams for waiting times out to nearly 40 ps. Our results provide
unique insight into the evolution of the optically induced many-body state and show
that the effect of polarization-polarization scattering decays on picosecond time scales,
but several spectral features that were previously attributed to coherent four-particle
interactions persist. We attribute those features to many-body interactions involving
exciton populations. This observation means that new theoretical models are needed
that do not assume the coherent limit [305, 85, 309], where the signal decay is governed
solely by exciton dephasing. Additionally, since calculations of many-body states [312]
have not included dynamics, our observations should motivate the development of a
dynamical many-body theory for optically excited semiconductors.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Outlook
In this thesis I have presented the results from nonlinear spectroscopy experiments
designed to look for coherence and coherent dynamics in several nanostructured sys-
tems. These experiments have revealed the nature and extent of excitonic coherence
in both organic and inorganic semiconductor materials, J-aggregates and GaAs quan-
tum wells, respectively.
Several additional projects have begun that utilize the multi-dimensional spec-
trometer to continue these investigations in a broader range of systems. We are be-
ginning to explore singlet fission in tetracene and pentacene, materials used in organic
solar cells and organic light emitting diodes that offer the possibility for creating mul-
tiple electrons from each photo-generated exciton. In addition, studies of quantum
dot excitons are underway to fully understand the effects of quantum confinement
on the excitonic band structure. Finally, collaborations have begun with the goal
of understanding interactions between inorganic and organic excitons, particularly
in complexes made from J-aggregates coupled to quantum dots and other inorganic
semiconductors. Multi-dimensional spectroscopy will prove particularly adept at re-
vealing not only the kinetics of energy transfer between these materials but also the
nature of the transfer, e.g. if it is coherent or incoherent.
In addition to the aforementioned projects, a large effort has been underway to
study exciton transport using transient grating spectroscopy. The experiments have
focused on J-aggregates, which are thought to have diffusion lengths on the order of
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100 nm. However, experiments using the transient grating setup described in Chapter
3 have proven difficult due to highly efficient exciton-exciton annihilation, even at the
lowest excitation intensities. This is encouraging because it means excitons are able to
move some distance to find each other to annihilate. However, it makes the analysis
and interpretation of the transient grating data nearly impossible for all practical
purposes as the effects of excited state lifetime, annihilation, and transport are all
superposed in the collected time traces.
Several improvements could be made to the experiments to increase the signal to
noise, thereby allowing for lower excitation densities and removing the complicating
effects of annihilation. The simplest is to use the U3 J-aggregates described in Chap-
ter 5, which would allow the use of the KMLabs oscillator. The 8000-fold increase in
laser repetition rate would allow much lower excitation densities while maintaining
high signal to noise. Another technique would be to image the fluorescence from the
grating directly, allowing reduction of the excitation intensity through highly sensitive
fluorescence detection techniques. In addition, fluorescence in these systems, which
have a reasonably high quantum yield, may yield greater emission intensities than
nonlinear signals. Imaging the fluorescent grating onto, e.g. a streak camera, would
spatially and temporally resolve exciton diffusion as it occurred between the peaks
and nulls of the grating. In the Fourier plane, the fluorescence would emerge as two
spatially separated beams of light. As the grating pattern in the near field is filled
via exciton transport, the spatially separated beams would become more diffuse and
eventually merge into a single diffuse spot. Therefore, the contrast ratio between the
initially localized beams and a dark spot, e.g. directly between the two beams, would
provide a highly accurate measure of the transport dynamics.
The results in this thesis and the new projects promise to elucidate the nature
of excitons in both organic and inorganic semiconductors currently used in optoelec-
tronic applications. The insights will prove beneficial to improving current optoelec-
tronic devices as well as design of devices using novel architectures or materials. I
am confident that the science and techniques presented in this thesis will play a sig-
nificant role in the elucidation of the physics that may affect the emergence of these
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new technologies.
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Appendix A
Additional QPT Feynman
Diagrams
This appendix enumerates the Feynman diagrams for the six experiments not shown
explicitly in Chapter 7. Figure A-1 shows the diagrams for experiments exciting
a population, 000, III, and 110; while Figure A-2 shows the diagrams for ex-
periments exciting a coherence, 101, 100, and 011. Included in both figures are
diagrams without density matrix element transfers and those with the most likely
transfers, i.e. downhill in energy.
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Figure A-1: Feynman diagrams for pulse sequences pumping a population.
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